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Abstrat
Detetion algorithms for multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) wireless systems based on orthogonal
frequeny-division multiplexing (OFDM) typially require the omputation of a QR deomposition for eah
of the data-arrying OFDM tones. The resulting omputational omplexity will, in general, be signiant,
as the number of data-arrying tones ranges from 48 (as in the IEEE 802.11a/g standards) to 1728 (as in the
IEEE 802.16e standard). Motivated by the fat that the hannel matries arising in MIMO-OFDM systems
are highly oversampled polynomial matries, we formulate interpolation-based QR deomposition algorithms.
An in-depth omplexity analysis, based on a metri relevant for very large sale integration (VLSI) imple-
mentations, shows that the proposed algorithms, for suiently high number of data-arrying tones and
suiently small hannel order, provably exhibit signiantly smaller omplexity than brute-fore per-tone
QR deomposition.
Key words: Interpolation, polynomial matries, multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems,
orthogonal frequeny-division multiplexing (OFDM), QR deomposition, suessive anelation, sphere
deoding, very large sale integration (VLSI).
1. Introdution and Outline
The use of orthogonal frequeny-division multiplexing (OFDM) drastially redues data detetion om-
plexity in wideband multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) wireless systems by deoupling a frequeny-
seletive fading MIMO hannel into a set of at-fading MIMO hannels. Nevertheless, MIMO-OFDM dete-
tors still pose signiant hallenges in terms of omputational omplexity, as proessing has to be performed
on a per-tone basis with the number of data-arrying tones ranging from 48 (as in the IEEE 802.11a/g
wireless loal area network standards) to 1728 (as in the IEEE 802.16 wireless metropolitan area network
standard).
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Speially, in the setting of oherent MIMO-OFDM detetion, for whih the reeiver is assumed to have
perfet hannel knowledge, linear MIMO-OFDM detetors [13℄ require matrix inversion, whereas suessive
anelation reeivers [21℄ and sphere deoders [5, 17℄ require QR deomposition, in all ases on eah of the
data-arrying OFDM tones. The orresponding omputations, termed as preproessing in the following,
have to be performed at the rate of hange of the hannel whih, depending on the propagation environ-
ment, is typially muh lower than the rate at whih the transmission of atual data symbols takes plae.
Nevertheless, as payload data reeived during the preproessing phase must be stored in a dediated buer,
preproessing represents a major bottlenek in terms of the size of this buer and the resulting detetion
lateny [14℄.
In a very large sale integration (VLSI) implementation, the straightforward approah to reduing the
preproessing lateny is to employ parallel proessing over multiple matrix inversion or QR deomposition
units, whih, however, omes at the ost of inreased silion area. In [1℄, the problem of reduing preproess-
ing omplexity in linear MIMO-OFDM reeivers is addressed on an algorithmi level by formulating eient
interpolation-based algorithms for matrix inversion that take the polynomial nature of the MIMO-OFDM
hannel matrix expliitly into aount. Speially, the algorithms proposed in [1℄ exploit the fat that the
hannel matries arising in MIMO-OFDM systems are polynomial matries that are highly oversampled
on the unit irle. The goal of the present paper is to devise omputationally eient interpolation-based
algorithms for QR deomposition in MIMO-OFDM systems. Although throughout the paper we fous on
QR deomposition in the ontext of oherent MIMO-OFDM detetors, our results also apply to transmit pre-
oding shemes for MIMO-OFDM (under the assumption of perfet hannel knowledge at the transmitter)
requiring per-tone QR deomposition [20℄.
Contributions. Our ontributions an be summarized as follows:
• We present a new result on the QR deomposition of Laurent polynomial (LP) matries, based on
whih interpolation-based algorithms for QR deomposition in MIMO-OFDM systems are formulated.
• Using a omputational omplexity metri relevant for VLSI implementations, we demonstrate that, for
a wide range of system parameters, the proposed interpolation-based algorithms exhibit signiantly
smaller omplexity than brute-fore per-tone QR deomposition.
• We present dierent strategies for eient LP interpolation that take the spei struture of the
problem at hand into aount and thereby enable (often signiant) omputational omplexity savings
of interpolation-based QR deomposition.
• We provide a numerial analysis of the trade-o between the omputational omplexity of the inter-
polation-based QR deomposition algorithms presented and the performane of orresponding MIMO-
OFDM detetors.
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Outline of the paper. In Setion 2, we present the mathematial preliminaries needed in the rest of the
paper. In Setion 3, we briey review the use of QR deomposition in MIMO-OFDM reeivers, and we
formulate the problem statement. In Setion 4, we present our main tehnial result on the QR deom-
position of LP matries. This result is then used in Setion 5 to formulate interpolation-based algorithms
for QR deomposition of MIMO-OFDM hannel matries. Setion 6 ontains an in-depth omputational
omplexity analysis of the proposed algorithms. In Setion 7, we desribe the appliation of the new ap-
proah to the QR deomposition of the augmented MIMO-OFDM hannel matries arising in the ontext
of minimum mean-square error (MMSE) reeivers. In Setion 8, we disuss methods for LP interpolation
that exploit the spei struture of the problem at hand and exhibit low VLSI implementation omplexity.
Setion 9 ontains numerial results on the omputational omplexity of the proposed interpolation-based
QR deomposition algorithms along with a disussion of the trade-o between algorithm omplexity and
MIMO-OFDM reeiver performane. We onlude in Setion 10.
2. Mathematial Preliminaries
2.1. Notation
CP×M denotes the set of omplex-valued P ×M matries. U , {s ∈ C : |s| = 1} indiates the unit
irle. ∅ is the empty set. |A| stands for the ardinality of the set A. mod is the modulo operator. All
logarithms are to the base 2. E[·] denotes the expetation operator. CN (0,K) stands for the multivariate,
irularly-symmetri omplex Gaussian distribution with ovariane matrix K. Throughout the paper, we
use the following onventions. First, if k2 < k1,
∑k2
k=k1
αk = 0, regardless of αk. Seond, sequenes of
integers of the form k1, k1 + ∆, . . . , k2, with ∆ > 0, simplify to the sequene k1, k2 if k2 = k1 + ∆, to the
single value k1 if k2 = k1, and to the empty sequene if k2 < k1.
A∗, AT, AH, A†, rank(A), and ran(A) denote the entrywise onjugate, the transpose, the onjugate
transpose, the pseudoinverse, the rank, and the range spae, respetively, of the matrix A. [A]p,m indiates
the entry in the pth row and mth olumn of A. Ap1,p2 and Am1,m2 stand for the submatrix given by the
rows p1, p1 +1, . . . , p2 of A and the submatrix given by the olumns m1,m1 +1, . . . ,m2 of A, respetively.
Furthermore, we set Ap1,p2m1,m2 , (Am1,m2)
p1,p2
and AHm1,m2 , (Am1,m2)
H
. A P × M matrix A is said
to be upper triangular if all entries below its main diagonal {[A]k,k : k = 1, 2, . . . ,min(P,M)} are equal
to zero. det(A) and adj(A) denote the determinant and the adjoint of a square matrix A, respetively.
diag(a1, a2, . . . , aM ) indiates the M × M diagonal matrix with the salar am as its mth main diagonal
element. IM stands for the M × M identity matrix, 0 denotes the all-zeros matrix of appropriate size,
and WM is the M × M disrete Fourier transform matrix, given by [WM ]p+1,q+1 = e−j2pipq/M (p, q =
0, 1, . . . ,M − 1). Finally, orthogonality and norm of omplex-valued vetors a1, a2 are indued by the inner
produt aH1 a2.
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2.2. QR Deomposition
Throughout this setion, we onsider a matrix A = [a1 a2 · · · aM ] ∈ CP×M with P ≥ M , where ak
denotes the kth olumn of A (k = 1, 2, . . . ,M). In the remainder of the paper, the term QR deomposition
refers to the following:
Denition 1. We all any fatorization A = QR, for whih the matries Q ∈ CP×M and R ∈ CM×M
satisfy the following onditions, a QR deomposition of A with QR fators Q and R:
1. the nonzero olumns of Q are orthonormal
2. R is upper triangular with real-valued nonnegative entries on its main diagonal
3. R = QHA
Pratial algorithms for QR deomposition are either based on Gram-Shmidt (GS) orthonormalization
or on unitary transformations (UT). We next briey review both lasses of algorithms. GS-based QR deom-
position is summarized as follows. For k = 1, 2, . . . ,M , the kth olumn of Q, denoted by qk, is determined
by
yk , ak −
k−1∑
i=1
qHi akqi (1)
with
qk =


yk√
yH
k
yk
, yk 6= 0
0, yk = 0
(2)
whereas the kth row of R, denoted by rTk , is given by
rTk = q
H
k A. (3)
UT-based QR deomposition of A is performed by left-multiplying A by the produt ΘU · · ·Θ2Θ1 of P ×P
unitary matries Θu, where the sequene of matries Θ1,Θ2, . . . ,ΘU and the parameter U are not unique
and are hosen suh that the P × M matrix ΘU · · ·Θ2Θ1A is upper triangular with nonnegative real-
valued entries on its main diagonal. The matries Θu are typially either Givens rotation matries [6℄ or
Householder reetion matries [6℄. With R , (ΘU · · ·Θ2Θ1A)1,M and Q , ((ΘU · · ·Θ2Θ1)H)1,M , we
obtain that QHA = R and, sine ΘU · · ·Θ2Θ1 is unitary, that QHQ = IM . Therefore, Q and R are
QR fators of A. For P > M , we note that the P × (P −M) matrix Q⊥ , ((ΘU · · ·Θ2Θ1)H)M+1,P satises
(Q⊥)HQ⊥ = IP−M and Q
HQ⊥ = 0. In pratie, UT-based QR deomposition of A an be performed as
follows [6, 3℄. A P ×M matrix X and a P ×P matrix Y are initialized as X← A and Y ← IP , respetively,
and the ounter u is set to zero. Then, u is inremented by one, and X and Y are updated aording to
X ← ΘuX and Y ← ΘuY, for an appropriately hosen matrix Θu. This update step is repeated until X
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beomes upper-triangular with nonnegative real-valued entries on its main diagonal. The parameter U is
obtained as the nal value of the ounter u, and the nal values of X and Y are
X =

 R
0

 , Y =

 QH
(Q⊥)H

.
Sine the uth update step an be represented as [X Y ]← Θu[X Y ], we an desribe UT-based QR de-
omposition of A by means of the formal relation
ΘU · · ·Θ2Θ1
[
A IP
]
=

 R QH
0 (Q⊥)H


(4)
whih, from now on, will be alled standard form of UT-based QR deomposition, and will be needed in
Setion 7.1 in the ontext of regularized QR deomposition. The standard form (4) shows that for P > M ,
UT-based QR deomposition yields the (P −M) × P matrix (Q⊥)H as a by-produt. For P = M , the
right-hand side (RHS) of (4) redues to [R QH ].
We note that sine y1 = 0 is equivalent to a1 = 0 and yk = 0 is equivalent to rank(A1,k−1) = rank(A1,k)
(k = 2, 3, . . . ,M) [9℄, GS-based QR deomposition sets M − rank(A) olumns of Q and the orresponding
M − rank(A) rows of R to zero. In ontrast, UT-based QR deomposition yields a matrix Q suh that
QHQ = IM , regardless of the value of rank(A), and sets M − rank(A) entries on the main diagonal of R to
zero [6℄. Hene, for rank(A) < M , dierent QR deomposition algorithms will in general produe dierent
QR fators.
Proposition 2. If rank(A) = M , Conditions 1 and 2 of Denition 1 simplify, respetively, to
1. QHQ = IM
2. R is upper triangular with [R]k,k > 0, k = 1, 2, . . . ,M
whereas Condition 3 is redundant. Moreover, A has unique QR fators.
Proof. Sine A = QR implies rank(A) ≤ min{rank(Q), rank(R)}, it follows from rank(A) = M that
rank(Q) = rank(R) = M . Now, rank(Q) = M implies that the P × M matrix Q an not ontain all-
zero olumns, and hene Condition 1 is equivalent to QHQ = IM . Moreover, rank(R) = M implies
det(R) 6= 0 and, sine R is upper triangular, we have det(R) = ∏Mk=1[R]k,k. Hene, Condition 2 beomes
[R]k,k > 0, k = 1, 2, . . . ,M . Condition 3 is redundant sine A = QR, together with Q
HQ = IM , implies
QHA = R. The uniqueness of Q and R is proven in [9℄, Se. 2.6.
We onlude by noting that for full-rank A, the uniqueness of Q and R implies that A = QR an be
alled the QR deomposition of A with the QR fators Q and R.
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2.3. Laurent Polynomials and Interpolation
In the remainder of the paper, the term interpolation indiates LP interpolation, as presented in this
setion. Interpolation is a entral omponent of the algorithms for eient QR deomposition of polynomial
matries presented in Setions 5 and 7. In the following, we review basi results on interpolation and
establish the orresponding notation. In Setion 8, we will present various strategies for omputationally
eient interpolation tailored to the problem at hand.
Denition 3. Given a matrix-valued funtion A : U → CP×M and integers V1, V2 ≥ 0, the notation
A(s) ∼ (V1, V2) indiates that there exist oeient matries Av ∈ CP×M , v = −V1,−V1 + 1, . . . , V2, suh
that
A(s) =
V2∑
v=−V1
Avs
−v, s ∈ U . (5)
If A(s) ∼ (V1, V2), then A(s) is a Laurent polynomial (LP) matrix with maximum degree V1 + V2.
Before disussing interpolation, we briey list the following statements whih follow diretly from Def-
inition 3. First, A(s) ∼ (V1, V2) implies A(s) ∼ (V ′1 , V ′2) for any V ′1 ≥ V1, V ′2 ≥ V2. Moreover, sine
for s ∈ U we have s∗ = s−1, A(s) ∼ (V1, V2) implies AH(s) ∼ (V2, V1). Finally, given LP matri-
es A1(s) ∼ (V11, V12) and A2(s) ∼ (V21, V22), if A1(s) and A2(s) have the same dimensions, then
(A1(s) +A2(s)) ∼ (max(V11, V21),max(V12, V22)), whereas if the dimensions of A1(s) and A2(s) are suh
that the matrix produt A1(s)A2(s) is dened, then A1(s)A2(s) ∼ (V11 + V21, V12 + V22).
In the remainder of this setion, we review basi results on interpolation by onsidering the LP a(s) ∼
(V1, V2) with maximum degree V , V1 + V2. The following results an be diretly extended to the interpo-
lation of LP matries through entrywise appliation. Borrowing terminology from signal analysis, we all
the value of a(s) at a given point s0 ∈ U the sample a(s0).
Denition 4. Interpolation of the LP a(s) ∼ (V1, V2) from the set B = {b0, b1, . . . , bB−1} ⊂ U , ontaining B
distint base points, to the set T = {t0, t1, . . . , tT−1} ⊂ U , ontaining T distint target points, is the proess
of obtaining the samples a(t0), a(t1), . . . , a(tT−1) from the samples a(b0), a(b1), . . . , a(bB−1), with knowledge
of V1 and V2, but without expliit knowledge of the oeients a−V1 , a−V1+1, . . . , aV2 that determine a(s)
aording to (5).
In the following, we assume that B ≥ V + 1. By dening the vetors a , [a−V1 a−V1+1 · · · aV2 ]T,
aB , [a(b0) a(b1) · · · a(bB−1)]T, and aT , [a(t0) a(t1) · · · a(tT−1)]T, we note that aB = Ba, with the
B × (V + 1) base point matrix
B ,


bV10 b
V1−1
0 · · · b−V20
bV11 b
V1−1
1 · · · b−V21
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
bV1B−1 b
V1−1
B−1 · · · b−V2B−1


(6)
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and aT = Ta, with the T × (V + 1) target point matrix
T ,


tV10 t
V1−1
0 · · · t−V20
tV11 t
V1−1
1 · · · t−V21
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
tV1T−1 t
V1−1
T−1 · · · t−V2T−1


. (7)
Now, B an be written as B = DBVB, where DB , diag(b
V1
0 , b
V1
1 , . . . , b
V1
B−1) and VB is the B × (V + 1)
Vandermonde matrix
VB ,


1 b−10 · · · b−(V1+V2)0
1 b−11 · · · b−(V1+V2)1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
1 b−1B−1 · · · b−(V1+V2)B−1


.
Sine the base points b0, b1, . . . , bB−1 are distint, VB has full rank [9℄. Hene, rank(VB) = V + 1, whih,
together with the fat that DB is nonsingular, implies that rank(B) = V + 1. Therefore, the oeient
vetor a is uniquely determined by the B samples of a(s) at the base points b0, b1, . . . , bB−1 aording to
a = B†aB, and interpolation of a(s) from B to T an be performed by omputing
aT = TB
†aB. (8)
In the remainder of the paper, we all the T ×B matrix TB† the interpolation matrix.
We onlude this setion by noting that in the speial ase V1 = V2, we have B = B
∗E and T = T∗E,
where the (V +1)×(V +1) matrix E is obtained by ipping IV+1 upside down. Sine the operation of taking
the pseudoinverse ommutes with entrywise onjugation, it follows that B† = E(B†)∗ and, as a onsequene
of E2 = IV+1, we obtain TB
† = (TB†)∗, i.e., the interpolation matrix is real-valued.
3. Problem Statement
3.1. MIMO-OFDM System Model
We onsider a MIMO system [13℄ with MT transmit and MR reeive antennas. Throughout the paper,
we fous on the ase MR ≥ MT . The matrix-valued impulse response of the frequeny-seletive MIMO
hannel is given by the taps Hl ∈ CMR×MT (l = 0, 1, . . . , L) with the orresponding matrix-valued transfer
funtion
H
(
ej2piθ
)
=
L∑
l=0
Hle
−j2pilθ, 0 ≤ θ < 1
whih satises H(s) ∼ (0, L). In a MIMO-OFDM system with N OFDM tones and a yli prex of length
L
CP
≥ L samples, the equivalent input-output relation for the nth tone is given by
dn = H
(
sn
)
cn +wn, n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1
7
with the transmit signal vetor cn, [cn,1 cn,2 · · · cn,MT ]T, the reeive signal vetor dn, [dn,1 dn,2 · · · dn,MR ]T,
the additive noise vetor wn, and sn , e
j2pin/N
. Here, cn,m stands for the omplex-valued data symbol,
taken from a nite onstellation O, transmitted by the mth antenna on the nth tone and dn,m is the signal
observed at the mth reeive antenna on the nth tone. For n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, we assume that cn ontains
statistially independent entries and satises E[cn] = 0 and E[c
H
n cn] = 1. Again for n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, we
assume that wn is statistially independent of cn and ontains entries that are independent and identially
distributed (i.i.d.) as CN (0, σ2w), where σ2w denotes the noise variane and is assumed to be known at the
reeiver.
In pratie, N is typially hosen to be a power of two in order to allow for eient OFDM proessing
based on the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). Moreover, a small subset of the N tones is typially set aside for
pilot symbols and virtual tones at the frequeny band edges, whih help to redue out-of-band interferene
and relax the pulse-shaping lter requirements. We ollet the indies orresponding to the D tones arrying
payload data into the set D ⊆ {0, 1, . . . , N − 1}. Typial OFDM systems have D ≥ 3L
CP
.
3.2. QR Deomposition in MIMO-OFDM Detetors
Widely used algorithms for oherent detetion in MIMO-OFDM systems inlude suessive anela-
tion (SC) detetors [13℄, both zero-foring (ZF) and MMSE [21, 8℄, and sphere deoders, both in the original
formulation [5, 17℄ requiring ZF-based preproessing, as well as in the MMSE-based form proposed in [16℄.
These detetion algorithms require QR deomposition in the preproessing step, or, more speially, om-
putation of matries Q(sn) and R(sn), for all n ∈ D, dened as follows. In the ZF ase, Q(sn) and R(sn)
are QR fators of H(sn), whereas in the MMSE ase, Q(sn) and R(sn) are obtained as follows: Q¯(sn)R(sn)
is the unique QR deomposition of the full-rank, (MR +MT )×MT MMSE-augmented hannel matrix
H¯
(
sn
)
,

 H(sn)√
MTσwIMT


(9)
and Q(sn) is given by Q¯
1,MR(sn). Taking the rst MR rows on both sides of the equation H¯(sn) =
Q¯(sn)R(sn) yields the fatorization H(sn) = Q(sn)R(sn), whih is unique beause of the uniqueness of
Q¯(sn) and R(sn), and whih we all the MMSE-QR deomposition of H(sn) with the MMSE-QR fators
Q(sn) and R(sn).
In the following, we briey desribe how Q(sn) and R(sn), either derived as QR deomposition or
as MMSE-QR deomposition of H(sn), are used in the detetion algorithms listed above. SC detetors
essentially solve the linear system of equations QH(sn)dn = R(sn)cˆn by bak-substitution (with rounding
of the intermediate results to elements of O [13℄) to obtain cˆn ∈ OMT. Sphere deoders exploit the upper
triangularity of R(sn) to nd the symbol vetor cˆn ∈ OMT that minimizes ‖QH(sn)dn−R(sn)cˆn‖2 through
an eient tree searh [17℄.
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3.3. Problem Statement
We assume that the MIMO-OFDM reeiver has perfet knowledge of the samples H(sn) for n ∈ E ⊆
{0, 1, . . . , N − 1}, with |E| ≥ L + 1, from whih H(sn) an be obtained at any data-arrying tone n ∈ D
through interpolation of H(s) ∼ (0, L). We note that interpolation of H(s) is not neessary if D ⊆ E . We
next formulate the problem statement by fousing on ZF-based detetors, whih require QR deomposition
of the MIMO-OFDM hannel matriesH(sn). The problem statement for the MMSE ase is analogous with
QR deomposition replaed by MMSE-QR deomposition.
The MIMO-OFDM reeiver needs to ompute QR fatorsQ(sn) andR(sn) ofH(sn) for all data-arrying
tones n ∈ D. A straightforward approah to solving this problem onsists of rst interpolating H(s) to ob-
tain H(sn) at the tones n ∈ D and then performing QR deomposition on a per-tone basis. This method
will heneforth be alled brute-fore per-tone QR deomposition. The interpolation-based QR deomposition
algorithms presented in this paper are motivated by the following observations. First, performing QR deom-
position on an M ×M matrix requires O(M3) arithmeti operations [6℄, whereas the number of arithmeti
operations involved in omputing one sample of an M ×M LP matrix by interpolation is proportional to
the number of matrix entriesM2, as interpolation of an LP matrix is performed entrywise. This omparison
suggests that we may obtain fundamental savings in omputational omplexity by replaing QR deompo-
sition by interpolation. Seond, onsider a at-fading hannel, so that L = 0 and hene H(sn) = H0 for all
n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1. In this ase, a single QR deomposition H0 = QR yields QR fators of H(sn) for all
data-arrying tones n ∈ D. A question that now arises naturally is whether for L > 0 QR fators Q(sn)
and R(sn), n ∈ D, an be obtained from a smaller set of QR fators through interpolation. We will see that
the answer is in the armative and will, moreover, demonstrate that interpolation-based QR deomposition
algorithms an yield signiant omputational omplexity savings over brute-fore per-tone QR deompo-
sition for a wide range of values of the parameters MT , MR, L, N , and D, whih will be referred to as
the system parameters throughout the paper. The key to formulating interpolation-based algorithms and
realizing these omplexity savings is a result on QR deomposition of LP matries formalized in Theorem 9
in the next setion.
4. QR Deomposition through Interpolation
4.1. Additional Properties of QR Deomposition
We next set the stage for the formulation of our main tehnial result by presenting additional properties
of QR deomposition of a matrix A ∈ CP×M, with P ≥M , that are diretly implied by Denition 1.
Proposition 5. Let A = QR be a QR deomposition of A. Then, for a given k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M}, A1,k =
Q1,kR
1,k
1,k is a QR deomposition of A1,k.
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Proof. From A = QR it follows that A1,k = (QR)1,k = Q1,kR
1,k
1,k + Qk+1,MR
k+1,M
1,k , whih simplies to
A1,k = Q1,kR
1,k
1,k, sine the upper triangularity ofR impliesR
k+1,M
1,k = 0. Q1,k andR
1,k
1,k satisfy Conditions 1
and 2 of Denition 1 sine all olumns of Q1,k are also olumns of Q and sine R
1,k
1,k is a prinipal submatrix
of R, respetively. Finally, R = QHA implies R1,k1,k = (Q
HA)1,k1,k = Q
H
1,kA1,k and hene Condition 3 of
Denition 1 is satised.
Proposition 6. Let A = QR be a QR deomposition of A. Then, for M > 1 and for a given k ∈
{2, 3, . . . ,M}, Ak,M −Q1,k−1R1,k−1k,M = Qk,MRk,Mk,M is a QR deomposition of Ak,M −Q1,k−1R1,k−1k,M .
Proof. A = Q1,k−1R
1,k−1 + Qk,MR
k,M
implies Ak,M = Q1,k−1R
1,k−1
k,M + Qk,MR
k,M
k,M and hene Ak,M −
Q1,k−1R
1,k−1
k,M = Qk,MR
k,M
k,M . Qk,M and R
k,M
k,M satisfy Conditions 1 and 2 of Denition 1 sine all olumns
of Qk,M are also olumns of Q and sine R
k,M
k,M is a prinipal submatrix of R, respetively. Moreover,
R = QHA implies Rk,Mk,M = (Q
HA)k,Mk,M = Q
H
k,MAk,M . Using Q
H
k,MQ1,k−1 = 0, whih follows from the fat
that the nonzero olumns of Q are orthonormal, we an write R
k,M
k,M = Q
H
k,MAk,M −QHk,MQ1,k−1R1,k−1k,M =
QHk,M (Ak,M −Q1,k−1R1,k−1k,M ). Hene, Condition 3 of Denition 1 is satised.
In order to haraterize QR deomposition of A in the general ase rank(A) ≤ M , we introdue the
following onept.
Denition 7. The ordered olumn rank of A is the number
K ,


0, rank(A1,1) = 0
max{k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M} : rank(A1,k) = k}, else.
For later use, we note that K = 0 is equivalent to a1 = 0, and that K < M is equivalent to A being
rank-deient.
Proposition 8. QR fators Q and R of a matrix A of ordered olumn rank K > 0 satisfy the following
properties:
1. QH1,KQ1,K = IK
2. [R]k,k > 0 for k = 1, 2, . . . ,K
3. Q1,K and R
1,K
are unique
4. ran(Q1,k) = ran(A1,k) for k = 1, 2, . . . ,K
5. if K < M , [R]K+1,K+1 = 0
Proof. Sine Q1,K and R
1,K
1,K are QR fators of A1,K , as stated in Proposition 5, and sine rank(A1,K) = K,
Properties 1 and 2, as well as the uniqueness of Q1,K stated in Property 3, are obtained diretly by applying
Proposition 2 to the full-rank matrix A1,K . The uniqueness of R
1,K
stated in Property 3 is implied by
the uniqueness of Q1,K and by R
1,K = QH1,KA, whih follows from Condition 3 of Denition 1. For
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k = 1, 2, . . . ,K, ran(Q1,k) = ran(A1,k) is a trivial onsequene of A1,k = Q1,kR
1,k
1,k and of rank(R
1,k
1,k) = k,
whih follows from the fat that R
1,k
1,k is upper triangular with nonzero entries on its main diagonal. This
proves Property 4. If K < M , Condition 3 of Denition 1 implies [R]K+1,K+1 = q
H
K+1aK+1. If qK+1 = 0,
[R]K+1,K+1 = 0 follows trivially. If qK+1 6= 0, Condition 1 of Denition 1 implies that qK+1 is orthogonal
to ran(Q1,K), whereas the denition of K implies that aK+1 ∈ ran(A1,K). Sine ran(Q1,K) = ran(A1,K),
we obtain qHK+1aK+1 = [R]K+1,K+1 = 0, whih proves Property 5.
We emphasize that for K > 0, the uniqueness of Q1,K and R
1,K
has two signiant onsequenes. First,
the GS orthonormalization proedure (1)(3), evaluated for k = 1, 2, . . . ,K, determines the submatries
Q1,K and R
1,K
of the matries Q and R produed by any QR deomposition algorithm. Seond, the
nonuniqueness of Q and R in the ase of rank-deient A, demonstrated in Setion 2.2, is restrited to the
submatries QK+1,M and R
K+1,M
.
Finally, we note that Property 5 of Proposition 8 is valid for the ase K = 0 as well. In fat, Condition 3
of Denition 1 implies [R]1,1 = q
H
1 a1. Sine K = 0 implies a1 = 0, we immediately obtain [R]1,1 = 0.
4.2. QR Deomposition of an LP Matrix
In the remainder of Setion 4, we onsider a P ×M LP matrix A(s) ∼ (V1, V2), s ∈ U , with P ≥M , and
QR fators Q(s) and R(s) of A(s). Despite A(s) being an LP matrix, Q(s) and R(s) will, in general, not be
LP matries. To see this, onsider the ase where rank(A(s)) = M for all s ∈ U . It follows from the results
in Setions 2.2 and 4.1 that, in this ase, Q(s) and R(s) are unique and determined through (1)(3). The
division and the square root operation in (2), in general, prevent Q(s), and hene also R(s) = QH(s)A(s),
from being LP matries. Nevertheless, in this setion we will show that there exists a mapping M that
transforms Q(s) and R(s) into orresponding LP matries Q˜(s) and R˜(s). The mappingM onstitutes the
basis for the formulation of interpolation-based QR deomposition algorithms for MIMO-OFDM systems.
In the following, we onsider QR fators of A(s0) for a given s0 ∈ U . In order to keep the notation
ompat, we omit the dependene of all involved quantities on s0. We start by dening the auxiliary
variables ∆k as
∆k , ∆k−1[R]
2
k,k, k = 1, 2, . . . ,M (10)
with ∆0 , 1. Next, we introdue the vetors
q˜k , ∆k−1 [R]k,k qk, k = 1, 2, . . . ,M (11)
r˜Tk , ∆k−1 [R]k,k r
T
k , k = 1, 2, . . . ,M (12)
and dene the mapping M : (Q,R) 7→ (Q˜, R˜) by Q˜ , [q˜1 q˜2 · · · q˜M ] and R˜ , [r˜1 r˜2 · · · r˜M ]T.
Now, we onsider the ordered olumn rank K of A, and note that Property 2 in Proposition 8 implies
that, if K > 0, ∆k−1 [R]k,k > 0 for k = 1, 2, . . . ,K, as seen by unfolding the reursion in (10). Hene, for
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K > 0 and k = 1, 2, . . . ,K, we an ompute qk and r
T
k from q˜k and r˜
T
k , respetively, aording to
qk = (∆k−1 [R]k,k)
−1 q˜k (13)
rTk = (∆k−1 [R]k,k)
−1 r˜Tk (14)
where ∆k−1 [R]k,k is obtained from the entries on the main diagonal of R˜ as
∆k−1 [R]k,k =


√
[R˜]k,k, k = 1√
[R˜]k−1,k−1[R˜]k,k, k = 2, 3, . . . ,K.
(15)
If K = M , i.e., for full-rank A, we have ∆k−1 [R]k,k 6= 0 for all k = 1, 2, . . . ,M , and the mapping M is
invertible. In the ase K < M , Property 5 in Proposition 8 states that [R]K+1,K+1 = 0, whih ombined
with (10)(12) implies that ∆k = 0, q˜k = 0, and r˜
T
k = 0 for k = K + 1,K + 2, . . . ,M . Hene, the
mapping M is not invertible for K < M , sine the information ontained in QK+1,M and RK+1,M an
not be extrated from Q˜K+1,M = 0 and R˜
K+1,M = 0. Nevertheless, we an reover QK+1,M and R
K+1,M
as follows. For 0 < K < M , setting k = K + 1 in Proposition 6 shows that QK+1,M and R
K+1,M
K+1,M an
be obtained by QR deomposition of AK+1,M −Q1,KR1,KK+1,M . Then, RK+1,M is obtained as RK+1,M =
[RK+1,M1,K R
K+1,M
K+1,M
] with RK+1,M1,K = 0 beause of the upper triangularity of R. For K = 0, sine Q˜ and R˜
are all-zero matries, QK+1,M = Q and R
K+1,M
K+1,M = R must be obtained by performing QR deomposition
on A. In the remainder of the paper, we denote by inverse mapping M−1 : (Q˜, R˜) 7→ (Q,R) the proedure1
formulated in the following steps:
1. If K > 0, for k = 1, 2, . . . ,K, ompute the saling fator (∆k−1 [R]k,k)
−1
using (15) and sale q˜k
and r˜Tk aording to (13) and (14), respetively.
2. If 0 < K < M , ompute QK+1,M and R
K+1,M
K+1,M by performing QR deomposition on AK+1,M −
Q1,KR
1,K
K+1,M , and onstrut R
K+1,M = [0 RK+1,MK+1,M ].
3. If K = 0, ompute Q and R by performing QR deomposition on A.
We note that the nonuniqueness of QR deomposition in the ase K < M has the following onsequene.
Given QR fators Q1 and R1 of A, the appliation of the mapping M to (Q1,R1) followed by appliation
of the inverse mapping M−1 yields matries Q2 and R2 that may not be equal to Q1 and R1, respetively.
However, Q2 and R2 are QR fators of A in the sense of Denition 1.
We are now ready to present the main tehnial result of this paper. This result paves the way for the
formulation of interpolation-based QR deomposition algorithms.
Theorem 9. Given A : U → CP×M with P ≥ M , suh that A(s) ∼ (V1, V2) with maximum degree
V = V1 + V2. The funtions ∆k(s), q˜k(s), and r˜
T
k (s), obtained by applying the mapping M as in (10)(12)
to QR fators Q(s) and R(s) of A(s) for all s ∈ U , satisfy the following properties:
1
Note that for K < M , the inverse mappingM−1 requires expliit knowledge of AK+1,M .
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1. ∆k(s) ∼ (kV, kV )
2. q˜k(s) ∼ ((k − 1)V + V1, (k − 1)V + V2)
3. r˜Tk (s) ∼ (kV, kV ) .
We emphasize that Theorem 9 applies to any QR fators satisfying Denition 1 and is therefore not
aeted by the nonuniqueness of QR deomposition arising in the rank-deient ase.
Before proeeding to the proof, we note that Theorem 9 implies that the maximum degrees of the
LP matries Q˜(s) and R˜(s) are (2M−1)V and 2MV , respetively. We an therefore onlude that 2MV +1
base points are enough for interpolation of both Q˜(s) and R˜(s). We mention that the results presented in [4℄,
in the ontext of narrowband MIMO systems, involving a QR deomposition algorithm that avoids divisions
and square root operations, an be applied to the problem at hand as well. This leads to an alternative
mapping of Q(s) and R(s) to LP matries with maximum degrees signiantly higher than 2MV .
4.3. Proof of Theorem 9
The proof onsists of three steps, summarized as follows. In Step 1, we fous on a given s0 ∈ U and
aim at writing ∆k(s0), q˜k(s0), and r˜
T
k (s0) as funtions of A(s0) for all (K(s0), k) ∈ K , {0, 1, . . . ,M} ×
{1, 2, . . . ,M}, where K(s0) denotes the ordered olumn rank of A(s0). Step 1 is split into Steps 1a and 1b,
in whih the two disjoint subsets K1 , {(K ′, k′) ∈ K : 0 < K ′ ≤ M, 1 ≤ k′ ≤ K ′} and K2 , {(K ′, k′) ∈ K :
0 ≤ K ′ < M,K ′ + 1 ≤ k′ ≤ M} (with K1 ∪ K2 = K) are onsidered, respetively. In Step 1a, we note that
for (K(s0), k) ∈ K1, Q1,K(s0)(s0) and R1,K(s0)(s0) are unique and an be obtained by evaluating (1)(3)
for k = 1, 2, . . . ,K(s0). By unfolding the reursions in (1)(3) and in (10)(12), we write ∆k(s0), q˜k(s0),
and r˜Tk (s0) as funtions of A(s0) for (K(s0), k) ∈ K1. In Step 1b, we show that the expressions for ∆k(s0),
q˜k(s0), and r˜
T
k (s0), derived in Step 1a for (K(s0), k) ∈ K1, are also valid for (K(s0), k) ∈ K2 and hene, as
a onsequene of K1 ∪ K2 = K, for all (K(s0), k) ∈ K. In Step 2, we note that the derivations in Step 1
arry over to all s0 ∈ U , and generalize the expressions obtained in Step 1 to expressions for ∆k(s), q˜k(s),
and r˜Tk (s) that hold for k = 1, 2, . . . ,M and for all s ∈ U . Making use of A(s) ∼ (V1, V2), in Step 3 it is
nally shown that ∆k(s), q˜k(s), and r˜
T
k (s) satisfy Properties 13 in the statement of Theorem 9.
Step 1a. Throughout Steps 1a and 1b, in order to simplify the notation, we drop the dependene of all
quantities on s0. In Step 1a, we assume that (K, k) ∈ K1 and, unless stated otherwise, all equations and
statements involving k are valid for all k = 1, 2, . . . ,K.
We start by listing preparatory results. We reall from Setion 4.1 that the submatries Q1,K and R
1,K
are
unique and that, onsequently, qk and r
T
k are determined by (1)(3). From qk 6= 0, implied by Property 1
in Proposition 8, and from (2) we dedue that yk 6= 0. Then, from (1) and (2) we obtain
yHk yk = y
H
k ak −
k−1∑
i=1
qHi ak
√
yHk ykq
H
k qi = y
H
k ak (16)
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as qHk qi = 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . , k − 1. Consequently, we an write [R]k,k, using (2) and (3), as
[R]k,k = q
H
k ak =
yHk ak√
yHk yk
=
√
yHk yk (17)
thus implying [R]k,kqk = yk and hene, by (11),
q˜k = ∆k−1yk. (18)
Furthermore, using (10) and (17), we an write ∆k = ∆k−1y
H
k yk or alternatively, in reursion-free form,
∆k =
k∏
i=1
yHi yi. (19)
Next, we note that (1) implies
yk = ak +
k−1∑
i=1
α
(k)
i ai (20)
with unique oeients α
(k)
i , i = 1, 2, . . . , k − 1, sine y1 = a1 and sine for k > 1, we have rank(A1,k−1) =
k − 1 and, as stated in Property 4 of Proposition 8, ran(Q1,k−1) = ran(A1,k−1). Next, we onsider the
relation between {a1, a2, . . . , ak} and {y1,y2, . . . ,yk}. Inserting (2) into (1) yields
yk = ak −
k−1∑
i=1
yHi ak
yHi yi
yi.
Hene, using (16), we obtain
ak′ = yk′ +
k′−1∑
i=1
yHi ak′
yHi yi
yi
=
k′∑
i=1
yHi ak′
yHi yi
yi, k
′ = 1, 2, . . . , k. (21)
We next note that (21) an be rewritten, for k′ = 1, 2, . . . , k, in vetor-matrix form as
[
a1 a2 · · · ak
]
=
[
y1 y2 · · · yk
]
Vk (22)
with the k × k matrix
Vk ,


yH1 a1
yH1 y1
yH1 a2
yH1 y1
· · · yH1 ak
yH1 y1
0
yH2 a2
yH2 y2
· · · yH2 ak
yH2 y2
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 0 · · · yHk ak
yH
k
yk


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satisfying det(Vk) = 1 beause of yk 6= 0 and of (16). Next, we an write Vk as Vk = D−1k Uk with the
k × k nonsingular matries Dk , diag(yH1 y1,yH2 y2, . . . ,yHk yk) and
Uk ,


yH1 a1 y
H
1 a2 · · · yH1 ak
0 yH2 a2 · · · yH2 ak
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 0 · · · yHk ak


. (23)
We next express ∆k as a funtion of A1,k. From (16), (19), and (23), we obtain
∆k =
k∏
i=1
yHi ai = det(Uk). (24)
Furthermore, (2), (3), and (17) imply
yHk′ai =
√
yHk′yk′q
H
k′ai = [R]k′,k′ [R]k′,i
whih evaluates to zero for 1 ≤ i < k′ ≤ k beause of the upper triangularity of R. Hene, Uk an be
written as
Uk =


yH1 a1 y
H
1 a2 · · · yH1 ak
yH2 a1 y
H
2 a2 · · · yH2 ak
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
yHk a1 y
H
k a2 · · · yHk ak


. (25)
By ombining (24) and (25), we obtain
∆k = det(Uk) = det


yH1 A1,k
yH2 A1,k
.
.
.
yHk A1,k


= det


aH1 A1,k
aH2 A1,k
.
.
.
aHk A1,k


(26)
= det
(
AH1,kA1,k
)
(27)
where the third equality in (26) an be shown by indution as follows. We start by noting that y1 = a1,
whih implies that in the rst row of Uk, y1 an be replaed by a1. For k
′ > 1, assuming that we have
already replaed y1,y2, . . . ,yk′−1 by a1, a2, . . . , ak′−1, respetively, we an replae yk′ by ak′ sine, as a
onsequene of (20), the k′th row of Uk an be written as
yHk′A1,k = a
H
k′A1,k +
k′−1∑
i=1
(
α
(k′)
i
)∗(
aHi A1,k
)
.
Hene, replaing yHk′A1,k by a
H
k′A1,k amounts to subtrating a linear ombination of the rst k
′ − 1 rows
of Uk from the k
′
th row of Uk. This operation does not aet the value of det(Uk) [9℄.
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Similarly to what we have done for ∆k, we will next show that q˜k an be expressed in terms of A1,k
only. We start by noting that, sine Vk is nonsingular, we an rewrite (22) as
[
y1 y2 · · · yk
]
=
[
a1 a2 · · · ak
]
V−1k . (28)
Next, from Vk = D
−1
k Uk we obtain that
V−1k = U
−1
k Dk =
adj(Uk)
det(Uk)
Dk
and hene, by (24), that
V−1k =
1
∆k


Γ
(k)
1,1 Γ
(k)
2,1 · · · Γ(k)k,1
0 Γ
(k)
2,2 · · · Γ(k)k,2
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 0 · · · Γ(k)k,k


︸ ︷︷ ︸
adj(Uk)
Dk (29)
where adj(Uk) is upper triangular sineUk is upper triangular, and Γ
(k)
n,m denotes the ofator of Uk relative
to the matrix entry [Uk]n,m (n = 1, 2, . . . , k; m = n, n+ 1, . . . , k) [9℄. Note that in order to handle the ase
k = 1 orretly, for whih adj(U1) = Γ
(1)
1,1, det(U1) = U1 = ∆1, and U
−1
1 = 1/∆1, we dene Γ
(1)
1,1 , 1.
From (28) and (29) it follows that
yk =
1
∆k
yHk yk
k∑
i=1
Γ
(k)
k,iai
=
1
∆k−1
k∑
i=1
Γ
(k)
k,iai
and therefore, by (18), we get
q˜k =
k∑
i=1
Γ
(k)
k,iai (30)
whih evaluates to q˜1 = a1 for k = 1. Next, for k > 1 we denote by A1,k\i the matrix obtained by removing
the ith olumn of A1,k, and we express Γ
(k)
k,i as a funtion of a1, a2, . . . , ak aording to
Γ
(k)
k,i = (−1)k+i det


yH1 A1,k\i
yH2 A1,k\i
.
.
.
yHk−1A1,k\i


= (−1)k+i det(AH1,k−1A1,k\i)
where the last equality is derived analogously to (26) and (27). Thus, (30) an be written as
q˜k =


ak, k = 1∑k
i=1(−1)k+i det(AH1,k−1A1,k\i)ai, k > 1.
(31)
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Finally, we obtain
r˜Tk = q˜
H
k A (32)
as implied by (3), (11), and (12). The results of Step 1a are the relations (27), (31), and (32), whih are
valid for (K, k) ∈ K1.
Step 1b. We next show that (27), (31), and (32) hold for (K, k) ∈ K2 as well. Throughout Step 1b we
assume that (K, k) ∈ K2, and, unless speied otherwise, all equations and statements involving k are valid
for k = K + 1,K + 2, . . . ,M . We know from Setion 4.1 that [R]K+1,K+1 = 0. Aording to the denition
of M, [R]K+1,K+1 = 0 implies ∆k = 0, q˜k = 0, and r˜Tk = 0. It is therefore to be shown that the RHS
of (27) evaluates to zero, and that the RHS expressions of (31) and (32) evaluate to all-zero vetors. We
start by noting that sine k > K, A1,k is rank-deient. Sine rank(A
H
1,kA1,k) = rank(A1,k) < k, we obtain
that det(AH1,kA1,k) on the RHS of (27) evaluates to zero. Next, for k > max(K, 1), the expression
k∑
i=1
(−1)k+i det(AH1,k−1A1,k\i)ai (33)
on the RHS of (31) is a vetor whose pth omponent an be written, by inverse Laplae expansion [9℄, as
k∑
i=1
(−1)k+i det(AH1,k−1A1,k\i)[A]p,i = det

 AH1,k−1a1 AH1,k−1a2 · · · AH1,k−1ak
[A]p,1 [A]p,2 · · · [A]p,k


(34)
for all p = 1, 2, . . . , P . Now, again for k > max(K, 1), sine A1,k is rank-deient, ak an be written as a
linear ombination
ak =
k−1∑
k′=1
β(k
′)ak′
(for some oeients β(k
′)
, k′ = 1, 2, . . . , k − 1) whih implies that, for all p = 1, 2, . . . , P , the argument of
the determinant on the RHS of (34) has

 AH1,k−1ak
[A]p,k

 = k−1∑
k′=1
β(k
′)

 AH1,k−1ak′
[A]p,k′


as its last olumn. Sine this olumn is a linear ombination of the rst k − 1 olumns, the determinant
on the RHS of (34) is equal to zero for all p = 1, 2, . . . , P , and hene the expression in (33) is equal to an
all-zero vetor for k > max(K, 1). Moreover, if K = 0 and k = 1, we have a1 = 0 on the RHS of (31).
Hene, the RHS of (31) evaluates to an all-zero vetor for all (K, k) ∈ K2. Thus, (31) simplies to q˜k = 0,
whih in turn implies that the RHS of (32) evaluates to an all-zero vetor as well. We have therefore shown
that (27), (31), and (32) hold for (K, k) ∈ K2. Finally, sine K1 ∪ K2 = K, the results of Steps 1a and 1b
imply that (27), (31), and (32) are valid for (K, k) ∈ K.
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Step 2. We note that the derivations presented in Steps 1a and 1b for a given s0 ∈ U do not depend on s0
and an hene be arried over to all s0 ∈ U . Thus, we an rewrite (27), (31), and (32), respetively, as
∆k(s) = det
(
AH1,k(s)A1,k(s)
)
(35)
q˜k(s) =


ak(s), k = 1∑k
i=1(−1)k+i det(AH1,k−1(s)A1,k\i(s))ai(s), k > 1
(36)
r˜Tk (s) = q˜
H
k (s)A(s) (37)
for k = 1, 2, . . . ,M and s ∈ U .
Step 3. For k = 1, 2, . . . ,M , we note that A(s) ∼ (V1, V2), along with V = V1+V2, implies AH1,k(s)A1,k(s) ∼
(V, V ). Now, the determinant on the RHS of (35) an be expressed through Laplae expansion as a sum of
produts of k entries of AH1,k(s)A1,k(s) ∼ (V, V ). Therefore, we get ∆k(s) ∼ (kV, kV ) for k = 1, 2, . . . ,M .
Analogously, for k = 2, 3, . . . ,M we obtain det(AH1,k−1(s)A1,k\i(s)) ∼ ((k − 1)V, (k − 1)V ). The lat-
ter result, ombined with A(s) ∼ (V1, V2) in (36) yields q˜k(s) ∼ ((k − 1)V + V1, (k − 1)V + V2), whih
holds for k = 1 as well as a trivial onsequene of (36) and A(s) ∼ (V1, V2). Finally, from q˜k(s) ∼
((k − 1)V + V1, (k − 1)V + V2) and (37), usingA(s) ∼ (V1, V2) and V = V1+V2, we obtain r˜Tk (s) ∼ (kV, kV )
for k = 1, 2, . . . ,M .
5. Appliation to MIMO-OFDM
We are now ready to show how the results derived in the previous setion lead to algorithms that
exploit the polynomial nature of the MIMO hannel transfer funtion H(s) ∼ (0, L) to perform eient
interpolation-based omputation of QR fators of H(sn), for all n ∈ D, given knowledge of H(sn) for n ∈ E .
We note that the algorithms desribed in the following apply to QR deomposition of generi polynomial
matries that are oversampled on the unit irle.
Within the algorithms to be presented, interpolation involves base points and target points on U that
orrespond to OFDM tones indexed by integers taken from the set {0, 1, . . . , N − 1}. For a given set
X ⊆ {0, 1, . . . , N − 1} of OFDM tones, we dene S(X ) , {sn : n ∈ X} to denote the set of orresponding
points on U . With this denition in plae, we start by summarizing the brute-fore approah desribed in
Setion 3.3.
Algorithm I: Brute-fore per-tone QR deomposition
1. Interpolate H(s) from S(E) to S(D).
2. For eah n ∈ D, perform QR deomposition on H(sn) to obtain Q(sn) and R(sn).
It is obvious that for large D, performing QR deomposition on a per-tone basis will result in high
omputational omplexity. However, in the pratially relevant ase L ≪ D the OFDM system eetively
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highly oversamples the MIMO hannel's transfer funtion, so that H(sn) hanges slowly aross n. This
observation, ombined with the results in Setion 4, onstitutes the basis for a new lass of algorithms
that perform QR deomposition at a small number of tones and obtain the remaining QR fators through
interpolation. More speially, the basi idea of interpolation-based QR deomposition is as follows. By
applying Theorem 9 to the MR × MT LP matrix H(s) ∼ (0, L), we obtain q˜k(s) ∼ ((k − 1)L, kL) and
r˜Tk (s) ∼ (kL, kL) for k = 1, 2, . . . ,MT . In order to simplify the exposition, in the remainder of the paper we
onsider q˜k(s) as satisfying q˜k(s) ∼ (kL, kL). The resulting statements
q˜k(s), r˜
T
k (s) ∼ (kL, kL) , k = 1, 2, . . . ,MT (38)
imply that both q˜k(s) and r˜
T
k (s) an be interpolated from at least 2kL+ 1 base points, and that, as a on-
sequene of V1 = V2 = kL, the orresponding interpolation matries are real-valued. For k = 1, 2, . . . ,MT ,
the interpolation-based algorithms to be presented ompute q˜k(sn) and r˜
T
k (sn), through QR deomposition
followed by appliation of the mapping M, at a subset of OFDM tones of ardinality at least 2kL + 1,
then interpolate q˜k(s) and r˜
T
k (s) to obtain q˜k(sn) and r˜
T
k (sn) at the remaining tones, and nally apply the
inverse mapping M−1 at these tones. In the following, the sets Ik ⊆ {0, 1, . . . , N − 1}, with Ik−1 ⊆ Ik and
Bk , |Ik| ≥ 2kL + 1 (k = 1, 2, . . . ,MT ), ontain the indies orresponding to the OFDM tones hosen as
base points. For ompleteness, we dene I0 , ∅. Spei hoies of the sets Ik will be disussed in detail in
Setion 8.
We start with a oneptually simple algorithm for interpolation-based QR deomposition, derived from
the observation that the MT statements in (38) an be unied into the single statement Q˜(s), R˜(s) ∼
(MTL,MTL). This implies that we an interpolate Q˜(s) and R˜(s) from a single set of base points of
ardinality BMT . The orresponding algorithm an be formulated as follows:
Algorithm II: Single interpolation step
1. Interpolate H(s) from S(E) to S(IMT ).
2. For eah n ∈ IMT , perform QR deomposition on H(sn) to obtain Q(sn) and R(sn).
3. For eah n ∈ IMT , apply M : (Q(sn),R(sn)) 7→ (Q˜(sn), R˜(sn)).
4. Interpolate Q˜(s) and R˜(s) from S(IMT ) to S(D\IMT ).
5. For eah n ∈ D\IMT , apply M−1 : (Q˜(sn), R˜(sn)) 7→ (Q(sn),R(sn)).
This formulation of Algorithm II assumes that H(sn) has full rank for all n ∈ D\IMT , whih allows to
perform all inverse mappingsM−1 in Step 5 using (13)(15) only. If, however, for a given n ∈ D\IMT , H(sn)
is rank-deient with ordered olumn rank K < MT , we have Q˜K+1,MT (sn) = 0 and R˜
K+1,MT (sn) = 0.
Hene, aording to the results in Setion 4.2, QK+1,MT (sn) and R
K+1,MT (sn) must be omputed through
QR deomposition of HK+1,MT (sn) −Q1,K(sn)R1,KK+1,MT (sn) for K > 0 or of H(sn) for K = 0. This, in
turn, requires HK+1,MT (sn) to be obtained by interpolating HK+1,MT (s) from S(E) to the single target
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point sn in an additional step. For simpliity of exposition, in the remainder of the paper we will assume
that H(sn) is full-rank for all n ∈ D.
Departing from Algorithm II, whih interpolates q˜k(s) and r˜
T
k (s) from BMT base points, we next present
a more sophistiated algorithm that involves interpolation of q˜k(s) and r˜
T
k (s) from Bk ≤ BMT base points
(k = 1, 2, . . . ,MT ), in agreement with (38). The resulting Algorithm III onsists of MT iterations. In the
rst iteration, the tones n ∈ I1 are onsidered. At eah of these tones, QR deomposition is performed
on H(sn), resulting in Q(sn) and R(sn), whih are then mapped to (Q˜(sn), R˜(sn)) by applying M. Next,
q˜1(s) and r˜
T
1 (s) are interpolated from the tones n ∈ I1 to the remaining tones n ∈ D\I1. In the kth iteration
(k = 2, 3, . . . ,MT ), the tones n ∈ Ik\Ik−1 are onsidered. At eah of these tones, Q1,k−1(sn) andR1,k−1(sn)
are obtained
2
by applying M−1 to (Q˜1,k−1(sn), R˜1,k−1(sn)), already known from the previous iterations,
whereas the submatries Qk,MT (sn) and R
k,MT
k,MT
(sn) are obtained by performing QR deomposition on the
matrix Hk,MT (sn) −Q1,k−1(sn)R1,k−1k,MT (sn), in aordane with Proposition 6, and Rk,MT (sn) is given, for
k > 1, by [0 Rk,MTk,MT (sn)
] . Next, the submatries Q˜k,MT (sn) and R˜
k,MT (sn) are omputed by applyingM
to (Qk,MT (sn),R
k,MT (sn)). Sine the samples q˜k(sn) and r˜
T
k (sn) are now known at all tones n ∈ Ik, q˜k(s)
and r˜Tk (s) an be interpolated from the tones n ∈ Ik to the remaining tones n ∈ D\Ik, thereby ompleting
the kth iteration. After MT iterations, we know Q˜(sn) and R˜(sn) at all tones n ∈ D, as well as Q(sn)
and R(sn) at the tones n ∈ IMT . The last step onsists of applyingM−1 to (Q˜(sn), R˜(sn)) to obtain Q(sn)
and R(sn) at the remaining tones n ∈ D\Ik. The algorithm is formulated as follows:
Algorithm III: Multiple interpolation steps
1. Set k ← 1.
2. Interpolate Hk,MT (s) from S(E) to S(Ik\Ik−1).
3. If k = 1, go to Step 5. Otherwise, for eah n ∈ Ik\Ik−1, apply M−1 :
(Q˜1,k−1(sn), R˜
1,k−1(sn)) 7→ (Q1,k−1(sn),R1,k−1(sn)).
4. For eah n ∈ Ik\Ik−1, overwrite Hk,MT (sn) by Hk,MT (sn)−Q1,k−1(sn)R1,k−1k,MT (sn).
5. For eah n ∈ Ik\Ik−1, perform QR deomposition on Hk,MT (sn) to obtain Qk,MT (sn) and
R
k,MT
k,MT
(sn), and, if k > 1, onstrut R
k,MT (sn) = [0 R
k,MT
k,MT
(sn) ].
6. For eah n ∈ Ik\Ik−1, apply M : (Qk,MT (sn),Rk,MT (sn)) 7→ (Q˜k,MT (sn), R˜k,MT (sn)).
7. Interpolate q˜k(s) and r˜
T
k (s) from S(Ik) to S(D\Ik).
8. If k = MT , proeed to the next step. Otherwise, set k ← k + 1 and go bak to Step 2.
9. For eah n ∈ D\IMT , apply M−1 : (Q˜(sn), R˜(sn)) 7→ (Q(sn),R(sn)).
In omparison with Algorithm II, Algorithm III performs QR deompositions on inreasingly smaller
matries. The orresponding omputational omplexity savings are, however, traded against an inrease in
2
The mappingM and its inverseM−1 are dened on submatries of Q(sn) and R(sn) aording to (10)(15).
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interpolation eort and the omputational overhead assoiated with Step 4, whih will be referred to as
the redution step in what follows. Moreover, the omplexity of applying M and M−1 diers for the two
algorithms. A detailed omplexity analysis provided in the next setion will show that, depending on the
system parameters, Algorithm III an exhibit smaller omplexity than Algorithm II.
We onlude this setion with some remarks on ordered SC MIMO-OFDM detetors [13℄, whih essen-
tially permute the olumns of H(sn) to perform SC detetion of the transmitted data symbols aording
to a given sorting riterion (suh as, e.g., V-BLAST sorting [21℄) to obtain better detetion performane
than in the unsorted ase. The permutation of the olumns of H(sn) an be represented by means of
right-multipliation of H(sn) by an MT × MT permutation matrix P(sn). The matries subjeted to
QR deomposition are then given by H(sn)P(sn), n ∈ D. If P(sn) is onstant aross all OFDM tones,
i.e., P(sn) = P0, n ∈ D, we have H(s)P0 ∼ (0, L) and Algorithms IIII an be applied to H(sn)P0. A
MIMO-OFDM ordered SC detetor using Algorithm II to ompute QR fators of H(s)P0, along with a
strategy for hoosing P0, was presented in [22℄. If P(sn) varies aross n, the matries H(sn)P(sn), n ∈ D,
in general, an no longer be seen as samples of a polynomial matrix of maximum degree L≪ D, so that the
interpolation-based QR deomposition algorithms presented above an not be applied.
6. Complexity Analysis
We are next interested in assessing under whih irumstanes the interpolation-based Algorithms II
and III oer omputational omplexity savings over the brute-fore approah in Algorithm I. To this end, we
propose a simple omputational omplexity metri, representative of VLSI iruit omplexity as quantied
by the produt of hip area and proessing delay [10℄. We note that other important aspets of VLSI
design, inluding, e.g., wordwidth requirements, memory aess strategies, and datapath arhiteture, are
not aounted for in our analysis. Nevertheless, the proposed metri is indiative of the omplexity of
Algorithms IIII and allows to quantify the impat of the system parameters on the potential savings of
interpolation-based QR deomposition over brute-fore per-tone QR deomposition.
In the remainder of the paper, unless expliitly speied otherwise, the term omplexity refers to om-
putational omplexity aording to the metri dened in Setion 6.1 below. We derive the omplexity of
individual omputational tasks (i.e., interpolation, QR deomposition, mapping M, inverse mapping M−1,
and redution step) in Setion 6.2. Then, we proeed to omputing the total omplexity of Algorithms IIII
in Setion 6.3. Finally, in Setion 6.4 we ompare the omplexity results obtained in Setion 6.3 and we
derive onditions on the system parameters under whih Algorithms II and III exhibit lower omplexity
than Algorithm I.
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6.1. Complexity Metri
In the VLSI implementation of a given algorithm, a wide range of trade-os between silion area A
and proessing delay τ an, in general, be realized [10℄. Parallel proessing redues τ at the expense of
a larger A, whereas resoure sharing redues A at the expense of a larger τ . However, the orresponding
iruit transformations typially do not aet the area-delay produt Aτ signiantly. For this reason, the
area-delay produt is onsidered a relevant indiator of algorithm omplexity [10℄. In the denition of the
spei omplexity metri that will be used subsequently, we only take into aount the arithmeti operations
with a signiant impat on Aτ . More speially, we divide the operations underlying the algorithms under
onsideration into three lasses, namely i) multipliations, ii) divisions and square roots, and iii) additions
and subtrations. Class iii) operations will not be ounted as they typially have a signiantly lower VLSI
iruit omplexity than Class i) and Class ii) operations.
In all algorithms presented in this paper, the number of Class i) operations is signiantly larger than
the number of Class ii) operations.
3
By assuming a VLSI arhiteture where the Class ii) operations are
performed by low-area high-delay arithmetial units operating in parallel to the multipliers performing the
Class i) operations, it follows that the Class i) operations dominate the overall omplexity and the Class ii)
operations an be negleted.
Within Class i), we distinguish between full multipliations (i.e., multipliations of two variable operands)
and onstant multipliations (i.e., multipliations of a variable operand by a onstant operand
4
). We dene
the ost of a full multipliation as the unit of omputational omplexity. We do not distinguish between real-
valued full multipliations and omplex-valued full multipliations, as we assume that both are performed
by multipliers designed to proess two variable omplex-valued operands. The fat, disussed in detail in
Setion 8.1, that a onstant multipliation an be implemented in VLSI at signiantly smaller ost than a
full multipliation, will be aounted for through a weighting fator smaller than one.
6.2. Per-Tone Complexity of Individual Computational Tasks
In order to simplify the notation, in the remainder of this setion we drop the dependene of all quantities
on sn. We furthermore introdue the auxiliary variable
Jk , MRk +MTk − (k − 1)k
2
, k = 1, 2, . . . ,MT
3
We assume that division of an M -dimensional vetor a by a salar α, suh as the divisions in (2), (13), or (14), is
implemented by rst omputing the single division β , 1/α and then multiplying the M entries of a by β, at the ost of one
Class ii) operation and M Class i) operations, respetively.
4
In the ontext of the interpolation-based algorithms onsidered in this paper, all operands that depend on H(s) are
assumed variable. The oeients of interpolation lters, e.g., are treated as onstant operands. For a detailed disussion on
the dierene between full multipliations and onstant multipliations, we refer to Setion 8.1.
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whih speies the maximum total number of nonzero entries in Q1,k and R
1,k
, and hene also in Q˜1,k
and R˜1,k, in aordane with the fat that R and R˜ are upper triangular.
Interpolation. We quantify the omplexity of interpolating an LP to one target point through an equivalent
of c
IP
full multipliations. The dependene of interpolation omplexity on the underlying VLSI implementa-
tion and on the number of base points is assumed to be inorporated into c
IP
. Spei strategies for eient
interpolation along with the orresponding values of c
IP
are presented in Setion 8. Sine interpolation of
an LP matrix is performed entrywise, the omplexity of interpolating Hk,MT (s) to one target point is given
by
ck,MT
IP,H = MR
(
MT − k + 1
)
c
IP
, k = 1, 2, . . . ,MT .
Similarly, interpolation of Q˜(s) and R˜(s) to one target point has omplexity
c
IP,Q˜R˜ = JMT cIP
and the omplexity of interpolating q˜k(s) and r˜
T
k (s) to one target point is given by
c
(k)
IP,q˜r˜ =
(
MR +MT − k + 1
)
c
IP
, k = 1, 2, . . . ,MT .
QR deomposition. In order to keep our disussion independent of the QR deomposition method, we denote
the ost of performing QR deomposition on an MR × k matrix by cMR×k
QR
(k = 1, 2, . . . ,MT ). Spei
expressions for cMR×k
QR
will only be required in the numerial omplexity analysis in Setion 9.
Mapping M. We denote the overall ost of mapping (Qk,MT ,Rk,MT ) to (Q˜k,MT , R˜k,MT ) (k = 1, 2, . . . ,MT )
by ck,MTM . In the ase k = 1, appliation of the mapping M requires omputation of [R]1,1, [R]21,1,
[R]21,1[R]2,2, [R]
2
1,1[R]
2
2,2, . . . ,
∏MT
i=1 [R]
2
i,i, at the ost of 2MT − 1 full multipliations. This step yields both
the saling fators ∆k′−1[R]k′,k′ , k
′ = 1, 2, . . . ,MT , and the diagonal entries of R˜. From (31) we an dedue
that the rst olumn of Q˜ is equal to the rst olumn of H and is hene obtained at zero omplexity. The
remaining entries of Q˜ and the entries of R˜ above the main diagonal are obtained by saling the orre-
sponding entries of Q and R aording to (11) and (12), respetively, whih requires JMT −MR −MT full
multipliations. Hene, we obtain
c1,MTM = JMT −MR +MT − 1.
Next, we onsider the ase k > 1, whih only ours in Step 3 of Algorithm III, where ∆k−1 = [R˜]k−1,k−1
is already available from the previous iteration whih involves interpolation of r˜Tk−1(s). The applia-
tion of the mapping M rst requires omputation of ∆k−1[R]k,k, ∆k−1[R]2k,k, ∆k−1[R]2k,k[R]k+1,k+1, . . . ,
∆k−1
∏MT
i=k[R]
2
i,i, at the ost of 2(MT − k + 1) full multipliations. Then, the entries of Qk,MT and the
entries of Rk,MT above the main diagonal of R are saled aording to (11) and (12), whih requires
JMT − Jk−1 − (MT − k + 1) full multipliations. In summary, we obtain
ck,MTM = JMT − Jk−1 +MT − k + 1, k = 2, 3, . . . ,MT .
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Table 1: Total omplexity assoiated with the individual omputational tasks
Computational task Symbol
a
Algorithm I Algorithm II Algorithm III
Interpolation of H(s) c
IP,H,A Dc
1,MT
IP,H BMT c
1,MT
IP,H B1c
1,MT
IP,H + 2L
MTX
k=2
ck,MT
IP,H
Interpolation of Q˜(s) and R˜(s) c
IP,Q˜R˜,A 0 (D −BMT )cIP,Q˜R˜
MTX
k=1
`
D −Bk
´
c
(k)
IP,q˜r˜
QR deomposition c
QR,A
DcMR×MT
QR
BMT c
MR×MT
QR
B1c
MR×MT
QR
+ 2L
MTX
k=2
c
MR×(MT−k+1)
QR
MappingM cM,A 0 BMT c
1,MT
M
B1c
1,MT
M
+ 2L
MTX
k=2
ck,MT
M
Inverse mappingM
−1 cM−1,A 0 (D −BMT )c
1,MT
M−1
2L
MTX
k=2
c1,k−1
M−1
+
`
D −BMT
´
c1,MT
M−1
Redution c
red,A
0 0 2L
MTX
k=2
c
(k)
red
a
The index A is a plaeholder for the algorithm number (I, II, or III).
Inverse mappingM−1. We denote the overall ost of mapping (Q˜1,k, R˜1,k) to (Q1,k,R1,k) (k = 1, 2, . . . ,MT )
by c1,kM−1 . Sine ∆0 = 1 and [R˜]1,1 = [R]
2
1,1, by rst omputing ([R˜]1,1)
1/2
and then its inverse, we an
obtain both [R]1,1 and the saling fator (∆0[R]1,1)
−1 = 1/[R]1,1 at the ost of one square root opera-
tion and one division. For k′ = 2, 3, . . . , k, the saling fators (∆k′−1[R]k′,k′)
−1
an be obtained aording
to (15) by omputing ([R˜]k′−1,k′−1[R˜]k′,k′)
−1/2
, at the ost of k − 1 full multipliations, k − 1 square root
operations, and k − 1 divisions. The entries of Q1,k and the remaining entries of R1,k on and above the
main diagonal of R are obtained by saling the orresponding entries of Q˜1,k and R˜
1,k
aording to (13)
and (14), respetively, at the ost of Jk − 1 full multipliations. Sine we neglet the impat of square root
operations and divisions on omplexity, we obtain
c1,kM−1 = Jk + k − 2, k = 1, 2, . . . ,MT .
Redution step. Sine matrix subtration has negligible omplexity, for a given k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,MT}, the
omplexity assoiated with the omputation of Hk,MT − Q1,k−1R1,k−1k,MT , denoted by c
(k)
red
, is given by the
omplexity assoiated with the multipliation of theMR×(k−1) matrix Q1,k−1 by the (k−1)×(MT −k+1)
matrix R
1,k−1
k,MT
. Hene, we obtain
c
(k)
red
= MR(k − 1)
(
MT − k + 1
)
.
6.3. Total Complexity of Algorithms IIII
The ontribution of a given omputational task to the overall omplexity of a given algorithm is obtained
by multiplying the orresponding per-tone omplexity, omputed in the previous setion, by the number of
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relevant tones. For simpliity of exposition, in the ensuing analysis we restrit ourselves to the ase where
Bk = 2kL + 1 (k = 1, 2, . . . ,MT ) and I1 ⊆ I2 ⊆ . . . ⊆ IMT ⊂ D, for whih we obtain |Ik\Ik−1| = 2L and
|D\Ik| = D− 2kL− 1 (k = 1, 2, . . . ,MT ). With the total omplexity of the individual tasks summarized in
Table 1, the omplexity assoiated with Algorithms IIII is trivially obtained as
C
I
= c
IP,H,I + cQR,I (39)
C
II
= c
IP,H,II + c
IP,Q˜R˜,II + cQR,II + cM,II + cM−1,II (40)
C
III
= c
IP,H,III + c
IP,
Q˜R˜,III + cQR,III + cM,III + cM−1,III + cred,III. (41)
6.4. Complexity Comparisons
In the following, we identify onditions on the system parameters and on the interpolation ost c
IP
that
guarantee that Algorithms II and III exhibit smaller omplexity than Algorithm I. We start by omparing
Algorithms I and II and note that
C
I
− C
II
= (D −BMT )
(
cMR×MT
QR
− c1,MTM−1 −
MT (MT + 1)
2
c
IP
)
−BMT c1,MTM . (42)
Hene, if c
IP
satises
c
IP
< c
IP,max,II
,
2
(
cMR×MT
QR
− c1,MTM−1
)
MT (MT + 1)
(43)
then there exists a Dmin suh that CII < CI for D ≥ Dmin, i.e., Algorithm II exhibits a lower omplexity
than Algorithm I for a suiently high number of data-arrying tones D. Moreover, for c
IP
< c
IP,max,II
,
inreasing BMT redues CI−CII. If the inequality (43) is met, (42) implies, sine BMT = 2MTL+1, that for
inreasing L and with all other parameters xed, Algorithm II exhibits smaller savings. For larger cMR×MT
QR
,
again with all other parameters xed, Algorithm II exhibits larger savings.
In order to ompare Algorithms II and III, we start from (40) and (41) and rewrite C
II
− C
III
as
C
II
− C
III
= ∆c
QR
+∆cM,M−1 +∆c
IP,HQ˜R˜ − cred,III (44)
where we have introdued
∆c
QR
, c
QR,II
− c
QR,III
∆cM,M−1 , cM,II + cM−1,II − cM,III − cM−1,III
∆c
IP,HQ˜R˜ , cIP,H,II + cIP,Q˜R˜,II − cIP,H,III − cIP,Q˜R˜,III.
From the results in Table 1 we get
∆c
QR
= 2L
MT∑
k=2
(
cMR×MT
QR
− cMR×(MT−k+1)
QR
)
(45)
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whih is positive sine, obviously, cMR×MT
QR
> c
MR×(MT−k+1)
QR
(k = 2, 3, . . . ,MT ). Furthermore, again em-
ploying the results in Table 1, straightforward alulations yield
∆c
IP,HQ˜R˜ = −2L
MT∑
k=2
k(k − 1)c
IP
= −2
3
LMT
(
M2T − 1
)
c
IP
(46)
and
∆cM,M−1 =
(
B1 −BMT
)(
MR − 1
)
= −2L(MR − 1)(MT − 1). (47)
We observe that (44)(47), along with the expression for c
red,III
in Table 1, imply that C
II
− C
III
does not
depend on D and is proportional to L. Moreover, it follows from (44) and (46) that C
III
< C
II
is equivalent
to c
IP
< c
IP,max,III
with
c
IP,max,III
,
∆c
QR
+∆cM,M−1 − cred,III
2
3LMT (M
2
T − 1)
. (48)
We note that the RHS of (48) depends solely on MT and MR, sine ∆cQR, ∆cM,M−1 , and cred,III are
proportional to L. Hene, if ∆c
QR
+∆cM,M−1 − cred,III > 0 and for cIP suiently small, Algorithm III has
lower omplexity than Algorithm II.
7. The MMSE Case
In this setion, we modify the QR deomposition algorithms desribed in Setion 5 to obtain orre-
sponding algorithms that ompute the MMSE-QR deomposition, as dened in Setion 3.2, of the hannel
matries H(sn), n ∈ D. In Setion 7.1, we disuss the general onept of regularized QR deomposition,
of whih MMSE-QR deomposition is a speial ase. In Setion 7.2, we use the results of Setion 7.1 to
formulate and analyze MMSE-QR deomposition algorithms for MIMO-OFDM.
7.1. Regularized QR Deomposition
In the following, we onsider, as done in Setion 2.2, a generi matrix A ∈ CP×M, with P ≥M .
Denition 10. The regularized QR deomposition of A with the real-valued regularization parameter α > 0,
is the unique fatorization A = QR, where the regularized QR fators Q ∈ CP×M and R ∈ CM×M are
obtained as follows: A¯ = Q¯R is the unique QR deomposition of the full-rank (P +M) ×M augmented
matrix A¯ , [AT αIM ]
T
, and Q , Q¯1,P.
In the following, we onsider GS-based and UT-based algorithms for omputing the regularized QR de-
omposition of A through the QR deomposition of the augmented matrix A¯. We will see that both lasses
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of algorithms exhibit higher omplexity than the orresponding algorithms for QR deomposition of A
desribed in Setion 2.2.
GS-based QR deomposition of A¯ produes Q, R, and, as a by-produt, the M ×M matrix Q¯P+1,P+M.
Sine GS-based QR deomposition aording to (1)(3) operates on entire olumns of the matrix to be
deomposed, the omputation of Q¯P+1,P+M an not be avoided. Thus, GS-based regularized QR deom-
position of A has the same omplexity as GS-based QR deomposition of A¯, whih in turn has a higher
omplexity than GS-based QR deomposition of A.
Representing the UT-based QR deomposition of A¯ in the standard form (4) yields
ΘU · · ·Θ2Θ1

 A IP 0
αIM 0 IM


︸ ︷︷ ︸
=
[
A¯ IP+M
]
=

 R Q¯H
0 (Q¯⊥)H


(49)
with the (P +M)× (P +M) unitary matries Θu, u = 1, 2, . . . , U , and where Q¯⊥ is a (P +M)×P matrix
satisfying (Q¯⊥)HQ¯⊥ = IP and Q¯
HQ¯⊥ = 0. By rewriting the RHS of (49) as

 R Q¯H
0 (Q¯⊥)H

 =

 R QH (Q¯P+1,P+M )H
0 ((Q¯⊥)1,P )H ((Q¯⊥)P+1,P+M )H


(50)
we observe that UT-based regularized QR deomposition of A aording to (49), besides omputing R
and QH, yields the matries (Q¯⊥)H and (Q¯P+1,P+M )H as by-produts. As observed previously in [3℄, the
orresponding omplexity overhead an not be eliminated ompletely, but it an be redued by removing
the last M olumns on both sides of (49). Thus, using (50), we obtain the eient UT-based regularized
QR deomposition desribed by the standard form
ΘU · · ·Θ2Θ1

 A IP
αIM 0

 =

 R QH
0 ((Q¯⊥)1,P )H


(51)
whih yields only ((Q¯⊥)1,P )H as a by-produt [3℄. We note that sine the P × P matrix ((Q¯⊥)1,P )H is
larger than the (P −M)×P matrix (Q⊥)H in (4), obtained as a by-produt of UT-based QR deomposition
of A, eient UT-based regularized QR deomposition of A exhibits higher omplexity than UT-based
QR deomposition of A.
Finally, we note that sine Q = Q¯1,P, applying the mapping M to the regularized QR fators Q and R
of A aording to (10)(12) is equivalent to applying M to the QR fators Q¯ and R of A¯ to obtain ˜¯Q
and R˜ followed by extrating Q˜ = ˜¯Q1,P. With this insight, it is straightforward to verify that Theorem 9,
formulated for QR deomposition of an LP matrix A(s), is valid for regularized QR deomposition of A(s)
as well.
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7.2. Appliation to MIMO-OFDM MMSE-Based Detetors
With the denition of regularized QR deomposition in the previous setion, we reognize that MMSE-
QR deomposition of H(sn), dened in Setion 3.2, is a speial ase of regularized QR deomposition
of H(sn) obtained by setting the regularization parameter α to
√
MTσw. The modiation of Algorithms I
and II to the MMSE ase is straightforward and simply amounts to replaing, in Step 2 of both algorithms,
QR deomposition by MMSE-QR deomposition. The resulting algorithms are referred to as Algorithm I-
MMSE and Algorithm II-MMSE, respetively.
In the following, we ompare the omplexity of Algorithm I-MMSE and Algorithm II-MMSE. By de-
noting the omplexity assoiated with omputing the MMSE-QR deomposition of an MR ×MT matrix
by cMR×MT
MMSE-QR
, the overall omplexity of Algorithms I-MMSE and II-MMSE is given by
C
I-MMSE
= C
I
+D
(
cMR×MT
MMSE-QR
− cMR×MT
QR
)
(52)
and
C
II-MMSE
= C
II
+BMT
(
cMR×MT
MMSE-QR
− cMR×MT
QR
)
(53)
respetively. Sine cMR×MT
MMSE-QR
> cMR×MT
QR
, as explained in Setion 7.1, (52) and (53) imply that C
I-MMSE
> C
I
and C
II-MMSE
> C
II
, respetively. Thus, from (39), (40), (52), and (53), we get
C
II-MMSE
C
II
=
(cM,II + c
IP,Q˜R˜,II + cM−1,II) +BMT
(
c1,MT
IP,H + c
MR×MT
MMSE-QR
)
(cM,II + c
IP,Q˜R˜,II + cM−1,II) +BMT
(
c1,MT
IP,H + c
MR×MT
QR
)
<
c1,MT
IP,H + c
MR×MT
MMSE-QR
c1,MT
IP,H + c
MR×MT
QR
=
C
I-MMSE
C
I
(54)
where the inequality follows from the simple property
α > β > 0, γ > 0 =⇒ γ + α
γ + β
<
α
β
.
From (54) we an therefore onlude that
C
II-MMSE
C
I-MMSE
<
C
II
C
I
whih implies, assuming C
II
< C
I
, that the relative savings of Algorithm II-MMSE over Algorithm I-MMSE
are larger than the relative savings of Algorithm II over Algorithm I.
Finally, we briey disuss the extension of Algorithm III to the MMSE ase. As a starting point, we on-
sider the straightforward approah of applying Algorithm III to the MMSE-augmented hannel matrix H¯(sn)
in (9) to produe Q¯(sn) and R(sn) for all n ∈ D. In the following, we denote by ˜¯Q(sn) and R˜(sn) the matri-
es resulting from the appliation of the mappingM to (Q¯(sn),R(sn)). We observe that the straightforward
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approah under onsideration is ineient, sine we are only interested in obtaining Q(sn) = Q¯
1,MR(sn)
and R(sn) for all n ∈ D. Consequently, we would like to avoid omputing the last MT rows of Q¯(sn) at as
many tones as possible. Now, the redution step (i.e., Step 4) in the kth iteration of Algorithm III requires
knowledge of Q¯1,k−1(sn) at the tones n ∈ Ik\Ik−1 (k = 2, 3, . . . ,MT ). Hene, at the tones n ∈ Ik\Ik−1 we
must ompute all MR +MT rows of Q¯1,k−1(sn) anyway. In ontrast, at the tones n ∈ D\IMT the last MT
rows of Q¯(sn) are not required. Therefore, at the tones n ∈ D\IMT we an restrit interpolation and inverse
mapping to Q˜(sn) =
˜¯Q1,MR(sn) and R˜(sn).
In the following, we partition
˜¯qk(sn), the kth olumn of
˜¯Q(sn), as
˜¯qk
(
sn
)
=

 q˜k(sn)
qˇk(sn)

, k = 1, 2, . . . ,MT
with the MR × 1 vetor q˜k(sn) and the MT × 1 vetor qˇk(sn). With this notation, we an formulate the
resulting algorithm as follows:
Algorithm III-MMSE
1. Set k ← 1.
2. Interpolate Hk,MT (s) from S(E) to S(Ik\Ik−1).
3. For eah n ∈ Ik\Ik−1, onstrut H¯k,MT (sn) aording to (9).
4. If k = 1, go to Step 6. Otherwise, for eah n ∈ Ik\Ik−1, apply M−1 :
( ˜¯Q1,k−1(sn), R˜
1,k−1(sn)) 7→ (Q¯1,k−1(sn),R1,k−1(sn)).
5. For eah n ∈ Ik\Ik−1, overwrite H¯k,MT (sn) by H¯k,MT (sn)− Q¯1,k−1(sn)R1,k−1k,MT (sn).
6. For eah n ∈ Ik\Ik−1, perform QR deomposition on H¯k,MT (sn) to obtain Q¯k,MT (sn)
and R
k,MT
k,MT
(sn), and, if k > 1, onstrut R
k,MT (sn) = [0 R
k,MT
k,MT
(sn) ].
7. For eah n ∈ Ik\Ik−1, apply M : (Q¯k,MT (sn),Rk,MT (sn)) 7→ ( ˜¯Qk,MT (sn), R˜k,MT (sn)).a
8. Interpolate q˜k(s) and r˜
T
k (s) from S(Ik) to S(D\Ik).
9. If k = MT , proeed to Step 11. Otherwise, interpolate qˇk(s) from S(Ik) to S(IMT \Ik).
10. Set k ← k + 1 and go bak to Step 2.
11. For eah n ∈ D\IMT , apply M−1 : (Q˜(sn), R˜(sn)) 7→ (Q(sn),R(sn)).
a
Sine qˇMT (sn) is not needed, its omputation in the MT th iteration an be skipped.
A detailed omplexity analysis of Algorithm III-MMSE goes beyond the sope of this paper. We men-
tion, however, the following important aspet of the omparison of Algorithm III-MMSE with Algorithms
I-MMSE and II-MMSE. Step 2 of Algorithms I-MMSE and II-MMSE requires MMSE-QR deomposition,
whih is a speial ase of regularized QR deomposition, whereas Step 6 of Algorithm III-MMSE requires
QR deomposition of an augmented matrix. As shown in Setion 7.1, the algorithms for regularized QR de-
omposition and for QR deomposition of an augmented matrix have the same omplexity under a GS-based
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approah, but not under a UT-based approah. In the latter ase, Algorithms I-MMSE and II-MMSE an
perform eient UT-based regularized QR deomposition aording to the standard form (51), whereas
Algorithm III-MMSE must perform UT-based QR deomposition of an augmented matrix aording to the
standard form (49), whih results in higher omplexity. This aspet does not our in the omparison of
Algorithm III with Algorithms I and II and will be further examined numerially in Setion 9.2.
8. Eient Interpolation
Throughout this setion, we onsider interpolation of a generi LP a(s) ∼ (V1, V2) of maximum degree
V = V1 + V2 from B to T , where |B| = B and |T | = T . We note that in the ontext of interpolation in
MIMO-OFDM systems, relevant for the algorithms presented in this paper, all base points and all target
points orrespond to OFDM tones. Therefore, in the following we assume that B and T satisfy the ondition
B ∪ T ⊆ {s0, s1, . . . , sN−1}. (55)
The omplexity analysis in Setion 6 showed that interpolation-based QR deomposition algorithms yield
savings over the brute-fore approah only if c
IP
is suiently small. Straightforward interpolation of a(s),
whih orresponds to diret evaluation of (8), is performed by arrying out the multipliation of the T ×B
interpolation matrixTB† by the B×1 vetor aB. The orresponding omplexity is given by TB, whih results
in c
IP
= B full multipliations per target point. In the ontext of interpolation-based QR deomposition,
this omplexity may be too high to get savings over the brute-fore approah in Algorithms I or I-MMSE,
sine exat interpolation of q˜k(s) ∼ (kL, kL) and r˜Tk (s) ∼ (kL, kL) requires B ≥ 2kL+1 (k = 1, 2, . . . ,MT ),
with the worst ase being B ≥ 2MTL + 1. In this setion, we present interpolation methods haraterized
by signiantly smaller values of c
IP
. As demonstrated by the numerial results in Setion 9, this an then
lead to signiant savings of the interpolation-based approahes for QR deomposition over the brute-fore
approah.
8.1. Interpolation with Dediated Multipliers
As already noted, the interpolation matrix TB† is a funtion of B, T , V1 and V2, but not of the realization
of the LP a(s) to be interpolated. Hene, as long as B, T , V1 and V2 do not hange, multiple LPs an be
interpolated using the same interpolation matrix TB†, whih an be omputed o-line. This observation
leads to the rst strategy for eient interpolation, whih onsists of arrying out the matrix-vetor produt
(TB†)aB in (8) through TB onstant multipliations, where the entries of TB
†
are onstant and the entries
of aB are variable.
In the ontext of VLSI implementation, full multipliations and onstant multipliations dier signi-
antly. Whereas a full multipliation must be performed by a full multiplier whih proesses two variable
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operands, in a onstant multipliation, the fat that one of the operands, and more speially its binary
representation, is known a priori, an be exploited to perform binary logi simpliations that result in
a drastially simpler iruit [10℄. The resulting multiplier, alled a dediated multiplier in the following,
onsumes only a fration of the silion area (down to 1/9, as reported in [7℄ for omplex-valued dediated
multipliers) required by a full multiplier, and exhibits the same proessing delay. Furthermore, we mention
that it is possible to obtain further area savings, again without aeting the proessing delay, by merging K
dediated multipliers into a single blok multiplier that jointly performs the K multipliations, aording
to a tehnique known as partial produt sharing [11℄, whih essentially exploits ommon bit patterns in the
binary representations of the K oeients to obtain iruit simpliations. For simpliity of exposition, in
the sequel we do not onsider partial produt sharing.
In the remainder of the paper, χC and χR denote the omplexity assoiated with a onstant multipli-
ation of a omplex-valued variable operand by a omplex-valued and by a real-valued onstant oeient,
respetively. Sine TB† is real-valued for V1 = V2 and omplex-valued otherwise, interpolation through
onstant multipliations with dediated multipliers has a omplexity per target point of
c
IP
=


χRB, V1 = V2
χCB, V1 6= V2.
By leaving a autionary implementation margin from the best-eort value of 1/9 reported in [7℄, we assume
that χC = 1/4 in the remainder of the paper. Sine the multipliation of two omplex-valued numbers
requires (assuming straightforward implementation) four real-valued multipliations, whereas multiplying a
real-valued number by a omplex-valued number requires only two real-valued multipliations, we heneforth
assume that χR = χC/2, whih leads to χR = 1/8.
8.2. Equidistant Base Points
In the following, we say that the points in a set {u0, u1, . . . , uK−1} ⊂ U are equidistant on U if uk =
u0e
j2pik/K
for k = 1, 2, . . . ,K − 1. So far, we disussed interpolation of a(s) ∼ (V1, V2) for generi sets B
and T . In the remainder of Setion 8 we will, however, fous on the following speial ase. Given integers
B,R > 1, we onsider the set of B base points B = {bk = ej2pik/B : k = 0, 1, . . . , B − 1} and the set of
T = (R − 1)B target points T = {t(R−1)k+r−1 = bkej2pir/(RB) : k = 0, 1, . . . , B − 1, r = 1, 2, . . . , R − 1}.
We note that both the B points in B and the RB points in B ∪ T = {ej2pil/(RB) : l = 0, 1, . . . , RB − 1} are
equidistant on U . Hene, interpolation of a(s) from B to T essentially amounts to an R-fold inrease in the
sampling rate of a(s) on U , and will therefore be termed upsampling of a(s) from B equidistant base points
by a fator of R in the remainder of the paper. The orresponding base point matrix B and target point
matrix T are onstruted aording to (6) and (7), respetively. We note that for B ≥ V + 1, B satises
BHB = BIB and hene B
† = (1/B)BH.
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We reall that the number of OFDM tones N is typially a power of two. Therefore, in order to have RB
equidistant points on U while satisfying the ondition (55), in the following we onstrain both B and R to
be powers of two. Finally, in order to satisfy the ondition B ≥ V +1 mandated by the requirement of exat
interpolation, we set B = 2⌈log(V+1)⌉.
8.3. Interpolation by Fast Fourier Transform
In the ontext of upsampling from B equidistant base points by a fator of R, it is straightforward to
verify that the B × (V + 1) matrix B is given by
B =
[
(WB)B−V1+1,B (WB)1,V2+1
]
(56)
and that the (R − 1)B × (V + 1) matrix T is obtained by removing the rows with indies in R , {1, R+
1, . . . , (B − 1)R+ 1} from the RB × (V + 1) matrix
T¯ ,
[
(WRB)RB−V1+1,RB (WRB)1,V2+1
]
. (57)
As done in Setion 2.3, we onsider the vetors a = [a−V1 a−V1+1 · · · aV2 ]T, aB = Ba, and aT = Ta. By
dening the B-dimensional vetor a(B) , [a0 a1 · · · aV2 0 · · · 0 a−V1 a−V1+1 · · · a−1]T, whih ontains
B − (V + 1) zeros between the entries aV2 and a−V1 , and by taking (56) into aount, we an write aB =
Ba = WBa
(B)
, from whih follows that a(B) = W−1B aB. Next, we insert (R − 1)B zeros into a(B) after
the entry aV2 to obtain the RB-dimensional vetor a
(RB) , [a0 a1 · · · aV2 0 · · · 0 a−V1 a−V1+1 · · · a−1]T.
Further, we dene aB∪T , [a(e
j0) a(ej2pi/RB) · · · a(ej2pi(RB−1)/RB)]T = T¯a to be the vetor ontaining the
samples of a(s) at the points in B ∪ T . We note that using (57) we an write
T¯a =WRBa
(RB). (58)
Next, we observe that by removing the rows with indies in R from both sides of the equality aB∪T = T¯a we
obtain the equality aT = Ta. The latter observation, ombined with (58), implies that aT an be obtained
by removing the rows with indies in R from the vetorWRBa(RB). Finally, we note that sine B and RB
are powers of two, left-multipliation byW−1B andWRB an be omputed through a B-point radix-2 inverse
FFT (IFFT) and an RB-point radix-2 FFT, respetively [2℄. We an therefore onlude that FFT-based
interpolation of a(s) from B to T an be arried out as follows:
1. Compute the B-point radix-2 IFFT a(B) =W−1B aB.
2. Construt a(RB) from a(B) by inserting (R − 1)B zeros after the entry aV2 in a(B).
3. Compute the RB-point radix-2 FFT aB∪T =WRBa
(RB)
.
4. Extrat aT from aB∪T by removing the entries of aB∪T with indies in R.
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Now, we note that if generi radix-2 IFFT and FFT algorithms are used in Steps 1 and 3, respetively,
the approah desribed above does not exploit the struture of the problem at hand and is ineient in
the following three aspets. First, neither the IFFT in Step 1 nor the FFT in Step 3 take into aount
that B − (V + 1) entries of a(B) (and also, by onstrution, of a(RB)) are zero. As this ineieny does
not arise in the ase B = V + 1 and has only marginal impat on interpolation omplexity otherwise, we
will not onsider it further. Seond, the FFT in Step 3 ignores the fat that a(RB) ontains the (R − 1)B
zeros that were inserted in Step 2. Third, the values of a(s) at the base points, whih are already known
prior to interpolation, are unneessarily omputed by the FFT in Step 3 and then disarded in Step 4.
In the following, we present a modied FFT algorithm, tailored to the problem at hand, whih eliminates
the latter two ineienies and leads to a signiantly lower interpolation omplexity than the generi
FFT-based interpolation method desribed above.
From now on, in order to simplify the notation, we assume that N = RB. Thus, with sn = e
j2pin/N
,
n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, the base points and the target points are given by bk = sRk and t(R−1)k+r−1 = sRk+r
(k = 0, 1, . . . , B − 1, r = 1, 2, . . . , R − 1), respetively. The derivation presented in the following will be
illustrated through an example obtained by setting B = R = 4 and V1 = V2 + 1 = 2, but is valid in general
for the ase where V1 and V2 satisfy the inequalities 0 ≤ V1 ≤ B/2 and 0 ≤ V2 ≤ B/2 − 1, respetively.
We note that these two inequalities, ombined with B = 2⌈log(V1+V2+1)⌉, are satised in the ase V1 = V2.
Hene, the following derivation overs the ase of interpolation of the entries of Q˜(s) ∼ (MTL,MTL)
and R˜(s) ∼ (MTL,MTL), as required in Algorithms II, III, II-MMSE and III-MMSE.
The proposed modied FFT is based on a deimation-in-time radix-2 N -point FFT, onsisting of a
srambling stage followed by logN omputation stages [2℄, eah ontaining N/2 radix-2 butteries desribed
by the signal ow graph (SFG) in Fig. 1a. The twiddle fators used in the FFT butteries are powers of
ωN , e
−j2pi/N
.
The SFG of the unmodied N -point FFT is shown in Fig. 1b. We observe that the srambling stage at
the beginning of the FFT (not depited in Fig. 1b) auses the nonzero entries a−V1 , a−V1+1, . . . , aV2 of a
(RB)
to be sattered rather than to appear in bloks as is the ase in a(RB). The main idea of the proposed
approah is to prune all SFG branhes that involve multipliations and additions with operands equal to
zero, as done in [15℄,
5
and all SFG branhes that lead to the omputation of the already known values of a(s)
at the base points. The SFG of the resulting pruned FFT is shown in Fig. 2a.
Further omplexity redutions an be obtained as follows. We observe that in the pruned FFT, the
SFG branhes departing from a0, a1, . . . , aV2 ontain no arithmeti operations in the rst logR omputation
stages. In ontrast, the SFG branhes departing from a−V1 , a−V1+1, . . . , a−1 ontain multipliations by
twiddle fators in eah of the rst logR omputation stages. These multipliations an however be shifted
5
The SFG pruning approah proposed in [15℄ applies to the ase V1 = 0 only.
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(with ω
k+N/2
N = −ω
k
N)
(a) (b)
Figure 1: (a) SFG of a radix-2 buttery (top) with twiddle fator ωkN , and alternative, equivalent representation (bottom)
needed for ompat illustration in FFT SFGs. (b) SFG of the full N-point radix-2 deimation-in-time FFT, without the
srambling stage. N = RB, B = R = 4, V1 = V2 + 1 = 2. SFG branhes depited in grey will be pruned.
(a) (b)
Figure 2: SFG of the pruned N-point FFT, without the srambling stage, before (a) and after (b) shifting all multipliations
from the rst logR stages into stage 1 + logR. N = RB, B = R = 4, V1 = V2 + 1 = 2.
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into omputation stage 1 + logR through basi SFG transformations. The result is the modied FFT
illustrated in Fig. 2b, for whih the rst logR omputation stages do not ontain any arithmeti operations
and therefore have zero omplexity, whereas the last logB omputation stages ontain (R−1)B/2 butteries
eah. Thus, sine eah radix-2 buttery entails one full multipliation,
6
the total omplexity of FFT-based
interpolation of a(s) from B to T is determined by the (B/2) logB full multipliations required by the
B-point radix-2 IFFT a(B) = W−1B aB and the (R − 1)(B/2) logB full multipliations required in the last
logB omputation stages of the proposed modied RB-point FFT, whih omputes aT from a
(RB)
. The
orresponding interpolation omplexity per target point is therefore given by
c
IP,FFT
,
(
B
2 logB
)
+
(
(R − 1)B2 logB
)
(R − 1)B =
1
2
R
R− 1 logB. (59)
We mention that a modied RB-point FFT an be derived, analogously to above, also in the ase V1 = 0
(for whih V = V2 and B = 2
⌈log(V2+1)⌉
), relevant for interpolation of H(s) ∼ (0, L) in Algorithms IIII and
I-MMSE through III-MMSE. The orresponding interpolation omplexity per target point is again given
by (59).
Finally, we note that in MIMO-OFDM transeivers the FFT proessor that performsN -point IFFT/FFT
for OFDM modulation/demodulation an be reused with slight modiations to arry out the B-point
IFFT and the proposed modied RB-point FFT that are needed for interpolation. Suh a resoure sharing
approah redues the silion area assoiated with interpolation and hene further redues c
IP,FFT
. The
resulting savings will, for the sake of generality of exposition, not be taken into aount in the following.
8.4. Interpolation by FIR Filtering
We onsider upsampling of a(s) from B equidistant base points by a fator of R, as dened in Setion 8.2.
The derivations in this setion are valid for arbitrary integers B,R > 1, and hene not spei to the ase
where B and R are powers of two.
Proposition 11. In the ontext of upsampling from B equidistant base points by a fator of R, the B(R−
1)×B interpolation matrix TB† satises the following properties:
1. There exists an (R− 1)×B matrix F0 suh that TB† an be written as
TB† =


F0CB
F0C
2
B
.
.
.
F0C
B
B


(60)
6
We assume that the FFT proessor does not use any dediated multipliers.
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with the B ×B irulant matrix
CB ,

 0 IB−1
1 0

.
2. The matrix F0, as impliitly dened in (60), satises
[
F0
]
r,k+1 =
[
F0
]
∗
R−r,B−k, r = 1, 2, . . . , R− 1, k = 0, 1, . . . , B − 1.
Proof. Sine B† = (1/B)BH, the entries of TB† are given by
[
TB†
]
k(R−1)+r,k′+1 =
1
B
V2∑
v=−V1
e−j2piv
R(k−k′)+r
RB
(61)
for k, k′ = 0, 1, . . . , B − 1 and r = 1, 2, . . . , R− 1. The two properties are now established as follows:
1. The RHS of (61) remains unhanged upon replaing k and k′ by (k + 1)modB and (k′ + 1)modB,
respetively. Hene, for a given r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , R− 1}, the B×B matrix obtained by staking the rows
indexed by r, (R − 1) + r, . . . , (B − 1)(R − 1) + r (in this order) of TB† is irulant. By taking F0
to onsist of the last R − 1 rows of TB†, and using CBB = IB , along with the fat that for b ∈ Z,
the multipliation F0C
b
B orresponds to irularly shifting the olumns of F0 to the right by bmodB
positions, we obtain (60).
2. The entries of F0 are obtained by setting k = B − 1 in (61) and are given by
[F0]r,k′+1 =
1
B
V2∑
v=−V1
e−j2piv
r−R(k′+1)
RB , r = 1, 2, . . . , R− 1, k′ = 0, 1, . . . , B − 1.
Hene, for r = 1, 2, . . . , R− 1 and k′ = 0, 1, . . . , B − 1, we obtain
[F0]
∗
R−r,B−k′ =
1
B
V2∑
v=−V1
ej2piv
R−r−R(B−k′)
RB
=
1
B
V2∑
v=−V1
e−j2piv
r−R(k′+1)
RB
= [F0]r,k′+1.
We note that Property 1 in Proposition 11 implies that the matrix-vetor multipliation (TB†)aB in (8)
an be arried out through the appliation of R − 1 FIR lters. Speially, for r = 1, 2, . . . , R − 1, the
entries r, r + R, . . . , r + (B − 1)R of aT an be obtained by omputing the irular onvolution of aB with
the impulse response of length B ontained in the rth row of F0. In the remainder of the paper, we will
say that the R − 1 FIR lters are dened by F0. By alloating B dediated multipliers per FIR lter (one
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per impulse response tap), we would need a total of (R − 1)B dediated multipliers. We will next see that
the omplex-onjugate symmetry in the rows of F0, formulated as Property 2 in Proposition 11, allows to
redue the number of dediated multipliers and the interpolation omplexity by a fator of two.
In the following, we assume that the multipliations of a variable omplex-valued operand by a onstant
γ ∈ C and by its omplex onjugate γ∗ an be arried out using the same dediated multiplier, and that
the resulting omplexity is omparable to the omplexity of multipliation by γ alone. This is justied
as the multipliation by γ∗, ompared to the multipliation by γ, involves the same four underlying real-
valued multipliations and only requires two additional sign ips, whih have signiantly smaller omplexity
than the real-valued multipliations. Thus, we an perform multipliation by the oeients [F0]r,k+1 and
[F0]R−r,B−k = [F0]
∗
r,k+1 through a single dediated multiplier (r = 1, 2, . . . , R/2, k = 0, 1, . . . , B/2 − 1).
This resoure sharing approah leads to
c
IP
=


χR
2 B, V1 = V2
χC
2 B, V1 6= V2.
(62)
So far, we assumed that a(s) is interpolated from the B = 2⌈log(V+1)⌉ base points in B, resulting in c
IP
aording to (62). We will next show that the interpolation omplexity an be further redued by using a
smaller number of base points B′ < B. Interpolation will be exat as long as the ondition B′ ≥ V + 1 is
satised.
As done above, we assume knowledge of the B samples a(s), s ∈ B. In the following, however, we require
that for a given target point tr, the sample a(tr) is obtained by interpolation from only B
′
base points,
piked from the B elements of B as a funtion of tr. For simpliity of exposition, we assume that B′ is even,
and for every tr ∈ T we hoose the B′ elements of B that are loated losest to tr on U . We will next show
that the resulting interpolation of a(s) from B to T an be performed through FIR ltering.
In the following, we dene B disjoint subsets Tk of T (satisfying T0 ∪ T1 ∪ . . .∪ TB−1 = T ) and onsider
the orresponding subsets Bk of B, dened suh that for all points in Tk, the B′ losest base points are given
by the elements of Bk (k = 0, 1, . . . , B − 1). We next show that the interpolation matrix orresponding to
interpolation of a(s) from Bk to Tk is independent of k. To this end, we rst onsider the set of target points
T0 , {t(B−1)(R−1)+r−1 : r = 1, 2, . . . , R−1}, ontaining the R−1 target points loated on U between the base
points bB−1 and b0. The subset of B ontaining the B′ points that are losest to every point in T0 is given by
B0 , {b0, b1, . . . , bB′/2, bB−B′/2, bB−B′/2+1, . . . , bB−1}. Interpolation of a(s) from B0 to T0 involves the base
point matrixB0, the target point matrix T0, and the interpolation matrix T0B
†
0, onstruted as desribed in
Setion 2.3. Next, for k = 1, 2, . . . , B−1, we denote by Bk and Tk the sets obtained by multiplying all elements
of B0 and T0, respetively, by ej2pik/B. We note that Tk ontains the R−1 target points loated on U between
the base points bk−1 and bk, and that Bk is the subset of B ontaining the B′ points that are losest to every
point in Tk. With the unitary matrix Sk , diag((ej2pik/B)V1 , (ej2pik/B)V1−1, . . . , (ej2pik/B)−V2), interpolation
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of a(s) from Bk to Tk involves the base point matrixBk = B0Sk, with pseudoinverseB†k = S−1k B†0, the target
point matrix Tk = T0Sk, and the interpolation matrix TkB
†
k = T0SkS
−1
k B
†
0 = T0B
†
0 (k = 1, 2, . . . , B − 1).
Hene, the interpolation matrix is independent of k and is the same as in the interpolation of a(s) from B0
to T0.
Now, interpolation of a(s) from B to T , with the onstraint that the sample of a(s) at every target point
is omputed only from the samples of a(s) at the B′ losest base points, amounts to performing interpolation
of a(s) from Bk to Tk for all k = 0, 1, . . . , B− 1, and an be written in a single equation as aT = FaB. Here,
the (R− 1)B ×B interpolation matrix F is equal to the RHS of (60), with the (R − 1)×B matrix
F0 =
[
(T0B
†
0)1,B′/2 0 (T0B
†
0)B−B′/2+1,B
]
(63)
whih ontains an all-zero submatrix of dimension (R − 1) × (B − B′). Hene, F satises Property 1 of
Proposition 11, with F0 given by (63). In addition, we state without proof that F0 in (63) satises Property 2
of Proposition 11. We an therefore onlude that interpolation from the losest B′ base points maintains the
strutural properties of interpolation from all B base points and, as above, an be performed by FIR ltering
using R− 1 lters with dediated multipliers that exploit the onjugate symmetry in the rows of F0. Sine
the rows of F0 in (63) ontain B−B′ zeros, the R− 1 impulse responses now have length B′, and we obtain
c
IP
=


χR
2 B
′, V1 = V2
χC
2 B
′, V1 6= V2.
(64)
8.5. Inexat Interpolation
The interpolation omplexity (64) of the approah desribed in Setion 8.4 an be further redued by
hoosing B′ to be smaller than V + 1. This omes, however, at the ost of a systemati interpolation error
and onsequently leads to a trade-o between interpolation omplexity and interpolation auray. In the
ontext of MIMO-OFDM detetors, it is demonstrated in Setion 9.1 that the performane degradation
resulting from this systemati interpolation error is often negligible. In the following, we propose an ad-ho
method for inexat interpolation. The basi idea onsists of introduing an interpolation error metri and
formulating a orresponding optimization problem, whih yields the matrix F0 that denes the FIR lters
for inexat interpolation.
For simpliity of exposition, we restrit our disussion to inexat interpolation of Q˜(s) ∼ (MTL,MTL)
and R˜(s) ∼ (MTL,MTL) with V1 = V2 = MTL, as required in Step 4 of Algorithm II. For random-valued
MIMO hannel taps H0,H1, . . . ,HL, we propose to quantify the interpolation error aording to
e(F0) , E

 ∑
n∈D\IMT
‖QH(sn)H(sn)−R(sn)‖22


(65)
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where the expetation is taken over H0,H1, . . . ,HL, and where the dependene of the RHS of (65) on F0
is impliit through the fat that within Algorithm II, the omputation of Q(sn) and R(sn) at the tones
n ∈ D\IMT involves interpolation through the FIR lters dened by F0. We mention that the metri e(F0)
in (65) is relevant for MIMO-OFDM sphere deoding, and that minimization of e(F0) does not neessar-
ily lead to optimal detetion performane. Other appliations involving QR deomposition of polynomial
matries may require alternative error metris.
For upsampling from B equidistant base points by a fator of R, under the ondition V1 = V2, the
matrix F0 in (63) is a funtion of N,R,B,B
′
, and V1. Now, we have that N is a xed system parameter
and B = 2⌈log(2MTL+1)⌉. Moreover, R is determined by N , B, and D, sine R is either given by R = N/B
in the ase |D| = N or is a funtion of B and D in the ase |D| < N . Finally, under a xed omplexity
budget (i.e., a given value for c
IP
), B′ is onstrained by (64). Now, Q˜(s), R˜(s) ∼ (MTL,MTL) determines
V1 = MTL, but we propose, instead, to onsider V1 as a variable parameter, so that F0 = F0(V1). The
interpolation error is then minimized by rst determining
V ′1 , argmin
V1∈{1,2,...,MTL}
e(F0(V1))
numerially, and then performing interpolation through the FIR lters dened by F0(V
′
1 ).
9. Numerial Results
The results presented so far do not depend on a spei QR deomposition method. For the numerial
omplexity omparisons presented in this setion, we will get more spei and assume UT-based QR deom-
position performed through Givens rotations and oordinate rotation digital omputer (CORDIC) operations
[18, 19℄, whih is the method of hoie in VLSI implementations [3, 12℄. For A ∈ CP×M with P ≥M , it was
shown in [3℄ that the omplexity of UT-based QR deomposition of A aording to the standard form (4),
as required in Algorithms IIII, is given by
cP×M
QR
,
3
2
(P 2M + PM2)−M3 − 1
2
(P 2 − P +M2 +M)
and that the omplexity of eient UT-based regularized QR deomposition of A aording to the standard
form (51), as required in Algorithms I-MMSE and II-MMSE, is given
7
by
cP×M
MMSE-QR
,
3
2
(P 2M + PM2)− 1
2
P 2 +
1
2
P. (66)
The results in [3℄ arry over, in a straightforward fashion, to UT-based QR deomposition of the augmented
matrix [AT αIM ]
T
aording to the standard form (49), as required in Algorithm III-MMSE, to yield
cP×M
QR,III-MMSE
, cP×M
MMSE-QR
+
3
2
PM2 +
1
2
PM.
7
In [3℄, the last term on the RHS of (66) was erroneously speied as −(1/2)P .
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9.1. Eient Interpolation and Performane Degradation
We start by quantifying the trade-o between interpolation omplexity and detetion performane, de-
sribed in Setion 8.5. Speially, we evaluate the loss in detetion performane as we gradually redue B′,
and hene also c
IP
, in the interpolation of Q˜(s) and R˜(s), as required by Algorithm II. The orresponding
analysis for the interpolation of q˜k(s) and r˜
T
k (s), k = 1, 2, . . . ,MT , as required by Algorithm III, is more
involved and does not yield any additional insight into the trade-o under onsideration. The numerial
results presented in the following demonstrate that for Algorithm II to have smaller omplexity than Algo-
rithm I, setting B′ to a value smaller than V +1, and hene aepting a systemati interpolation error, may
be neessary. On the other hand, we will also see that the resulting performane degradation, in terms of
both oded and unoded bit error rate (BER), an be negligible even for values of B′ that are signiantly
smaller than V + 1.
In the following, we onsider a MIMO-OFDM system with D = N = 512, MR = 4, and either MT = 2
or MT = 4, operating over a frequeny-seletive hannel with L = 15. The data symbols are drawn from
a 16-QAM onstellation. In the oded ase, a rate 1/2 onvolutional ode with onstraint length 7 and
generator polynomials [133o 171o] is used. The reeiver performs maximum-likelihood detetion through
hard-output sphere deoding. Our results are obtained through Monte Carlo simulation, where averaging
is performed over the hannel impulse response taps H0,H1, . . . ,HL assumed i.i.d. CN (0, 1/(L+ 1)). This
assumption on the hannel statistis, along with the average transmit power being given by E[cHn cn] = 1
and the noise variane σ2w, implies that the per-antenna reeive signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is 1/σ
2
w. The
reeiver employs either Algorithm I or Algorithm II to ompute Q(sn) and R(sn) at all tones. We assume
that in Step 1 of both algorithms, H(s) ∼ (0, L) is interpolated exatly from B = L + 1 = 16 equidistant
base points by FIR ltering. Sine 0 = V1 6= V2 = L, the orresponding interpolation omplexity per target
point is obtained from (62) as c
IP,H , (L + 1)χC/2. With χC = 1/4, as assumed in Setion 8.1, we get
8
c
IP,H = 2. In Step 4 of Algorithm II, we interpolate Q˜(s) ∼ (MTL,MTL) and R˜(s) ∼ (MTL,MTL),
with maximum degree V = 2MTL, through FIR ltering from B
′ ≤ B = 2⌈log(V+1)⌉ base points. With
V1 = V2 = MTL, the orresponding interpolation omplexity per target point is obtained from (64) as
c
IP,
Q˜R˜ , χRB
′/2 with χR = 1/8, as assumed in Setion 8.1. We ensure that systemati interpolation errors
are the sole soure of detetion performane degradation by performing all omputations in double-preision
oating-point arithmeti. Under inexat interpolation, for every value of B′ < V + 1 we determine the
value of V ′1 that minimizes the interpolation error e(F0) in (65) aording to the proedure desribed in
Setion 8.5.
8
Performing interpolation of H(s) by FFT would lead to c
IP,H aording to (59), whih with B = 16 and R = N/B = 32
results in c
IP,H = 64/31 ≈ 2.06. Hene, in this ase interpolation of H(s) by FIR ltering and by FFT have omparable
omplexity.
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Table 2: Simulation parameters
MT B
′ V ′1 c
IP,Q˜R˜ CII/CI Interpolation method
2 64 30 3.43 0.74 FFT, exat
2 64 30 4 0.82 FIR ltering, exat
2 32 27 2 0.55 FIR ltering, inexat
2 16 25 1 0.41 FIR ltering, inexat
2 12 23 0.75 0.37 FIR ltering, inexat
2 8 21 0.5 0.34 FIR ltering, inexat
4 128 60 4.67 1.08 FFT, exat
4 128 60 8 1.54 FIR ltering, exat
4 32 50 2 0.71 FIR ltering, inexat
4 24 48 1.5 0.64 FIR ltering, inexat
4 16 42 1 0.57 FIR ltering, inexat
4 8 31 0.5 0.50 FIR ltering, inexat
Common to all simulations are the parameters D = N = 512, L = 15, MR = 4, and cIP,H = 2.
Table 2 summarizes the simulation parameters, along with the orresponding values of the interpolation
omplexity per target point c
IP,Q˜R˜ and the resulting algorithm omplexity ratio CII/CI, whih quanties
the savings of Algorithm II over Algorithm I. The values of C
II
/C
I
for the ase where Q˜(s) and R˜(s) are
interpolated exatly by FFT are provided for referene. We note that for MT = 4, exat interpolation,
both FFT-based and through FIR ltering, results in C
II
> C
I
. Hene, in this ase inexat interpolation
is neessary to obtain omplexity savings of Algorithm II over Algorithm I. In ontrast, for MT = 2,
Algorithm II exhibits lower omplexity than Algorithm I even in the ase of exat interpolation.
Figs. 3a and 3b show the resulting BER performane for MT = 2 and MT = 4, respetively, both for the
oded and the unoded ase. For unoded transmission and inexat interpolation, we observe an error oor
at high SNR whih rises with dereasing B′. For MT = 2 and unoded transmission, we an see in Fig. 3a
and Table 2, respetively, that an interpolation lter length of B′ = 8 results in negligible performane loss
for SNR values of up to 18 dB, and yields omplexity savings of Algorithm II over Algorithm I of 66%.
Choosing B′ = 16 yields lose-to-optimum performane for SNR values of up to 24 dB and omplexity
savings of 59%. For MT = 4 and unoded transmission, Fig. 3b and Table 2 show that the interpolation
lter length an be shortened from B′ = 128 to B′ = 8, leading to omplexity savings of Algorithm II over
Algorithm I of 50%, at virtually no performane loss in the SNR range of up to 21 dB. Setting B′ = 32
results in a performane loss, ompared to exat interpolation, of less than 1 dB at BER = 10−6 and in
omplexity savings of 29%. In the oded ase, both for MT = 2 and MT = 4, we an see in Figs. 3a and 3b
that the BER urves for Algorithm II, for all values of B′ under onsideration, essentially overlap with the
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Figure 3: Bit error rates as a funtion of SNR for dierent interpolation lter lengths, with and without hannel oding, for
(a) MT = 2 and (b) MT = 4. The results orresponding to exat QR deomposition are provided for referene.
orresponding urves for Algorithm I for BERs down to 10−6. This observation suggests that for a given
target BER and a given tolerated performane loss of Algorithm II over Algorithm I, the use of hannel
oding allows to employ signiantly shorter interpolation lters (orresponding to a smaller c
IP,
Q˜R˜ and
hene to a lower C
II
, whih in turn implies higher savings of Algorithm II over Algorithm I) than in the
unoded ase. We onlude that in the pratially relevant ase of oded transmission, omplexity savings
of Algorithm II over Algorithm I an be obtained at negligible detetion performane loss.
9.2. Algorithm Complexity Comparisons
The disussion in Setion 8 and the numerial results in Setion 9.1 demonstrated that for the ase of
upsampling from equidistant base points, small values of c
IP
an be ahieved and inexat interpolation does
not neessarily indue a signiant detetion performane loss. Therefore, in the following we assume that
for all k = 1, 2, . . . ,MT , the set Ik is suh that S(Ik) ontains Bk = |Ik| = 2⌈log2(2kL+1)⌉ base points that
are equidistant on U , and assume that c
IP
= 2. The latter assumption is in line with the values of c
IP,H
and c
IP,
Q˜R˜ found in Setion 9.1.
For D = 500, L = 15, and dierent values of MT and MR, Fig. 4a shows the omplexity of Algorithms II
and III as perentage of the omplexity of Algorithm I. We observe savings of Algorithms II and III over
Algorithm I as high as 48% and 62%, respetively. Furthermore, we an see that Algorithm III exhibits
a lower omplexity than Algorithm II in all onsidered ongurations. We note that the latter behavior
is a onsequene of the small value of c
IP
and of Algorithm III, with respet to Algorithm II, trading a
lower QR deomposition ost against a higher interpolation ost. Moreover, we observe that the savings
of Algorithms II and III over Algorithm I are more pronouned for larger MR −MT . For the speial ase
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Figure 4: Complexity of Algorithms II and III as perentage of omplexity of Algorithm I for D = 500, and L = 15, (a)
inluding and (b) exluding the omplexity of interpolation of H(s).
E = D, where interpolation of H(s) is not neessary and Algorithm I simplies to the omputation of D
QR deompositions, Fig. 4b shows that the relative savings of Algorithms II and III over Algorithm I are
somewhat redued, but still signiant. We an therefore onlude that interpolation-based QR deom-
position, provided that the omplexity of interpolation is suiently small, yields fundamental omplexity
savings.
For D = 500,MT = MR, and dierent values of L, Fig. 5a shows the omplexity of Algorithms II-MMSE
and III-MMSE as perentage of the omplexity of Algorithm I-MMSE. The fat (whih also arries over
to the savings of Algorithms II and III over Algorithm I) that the savings of Algorithms II-MMSE and
III-MMSE over Algorithm I-MMSE are more pronouned for smaller values of L is a onsequene of Bk
being an inreasing funtion of L. In Fig. 5a, we an see that despite the low interpolation omplexity
implied by c
IP
= 2, Algorithm III-MMSE may exhibit a higher omplexity than Algorithm II-MMSE. This
is a onsequene of the fat that for some values of MT , MR, and L, the overall omplexity of the UT-
based QR deompositions with standard form (49) required in Algorithm III-MMSE is larger than the
overall omplexity of the eient UT-based regularized MMSE-QR deompositions with standard form (51)
required in Algorithm II-MMSE.
Finally, Fig. 5b shows the absolute omplexity of Algorithms IIII and I-MMSE through III-MMSE as a
funtion of D, for MT = 3, MR = 4, and L = 15. We observe that the omplexity savings of Algorithms II
and III over Algorithm I and the savings of Algorithms II-MMSE and III-MMSE over Algorithm I-MMSE
grow linearly in D. This behavior was predited for Algorithms I and II by the analysis in Setion 6.4, where
we showed that C
I
− C
II
is an ane funtion of D and is positive for small c
IP
and large D.
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Figure 5: (a) Complexity of Algorithms II-MMSE and III-MMSE as perentage of omplexity of Algorithm I-MMSE for
D = 500 and L = 15. (b) Absolute omplexity of Algorithms IIII and I-MMSE through III-MMSE, for MT = 3, MR = 4,
and L = 15.
10. Conlusions and Outlook
On the basis of a new result on the QR deomposition of LP matries, we formulated interpolation-based
algorithms for omputationally eient QR deomposition of polynomial matries that are oversampled on
the unit irle. These algorithms are of pratial relevane as they allow for an (often drasti) redution of the
reeiver omplexity in MIMO-OFDM systems. Using a omplexity metri relevant for VLSI implementations,
we demonstrated signiant and fundamental omplexity savings of the proposed new lass of algorithms
over brute-fore per-tone QR deomposition. The savings are more pronouned for larger numbers of
data-arrying tones and smaller hannel orders. We furthermore provided strategies for low-omplexity
interpolation exploiting the spei struture of the problem at hand.
The fat that the maximum degree of the LP matries Q˜(s) and R˜(s) is 2MTL, although the polynomial
MIMO transfer funtion matrix H(s) has maximum degree L, gives rise to the following open questions:
• Is the mapping M optimal in the sense of delivering LP matries with the lowest maximum degree?
• Would interpolation-based algorithms for QR deomposition that expliitly make use of the unitarity
ofQ(s) allow to further redue the number of base points required and hene lead to further omplexity
savings?
Additional hallenges inlude the extension of the ideas presented in this paper to sparse hannel impulse
responses, for whih only few of the impulse response tap matries are nonzero.
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